
LYCIAN AND PHRYGIAN NAMES. 

ACCORDING to a theory which has been very colmmonly accepted by 
archaeologists in this country, the local names of Greece prove that a single 
language was once spoken there and in Asia Minor which was totally different 
from Greek, Thracian, Illyrian, or Phrygian. It was neither Aryan nor 
Semitic, and resembled that of the Lycian inscriptions. At a later date, 
whether before or after the arrival of the Greeks, certain Thracian and 
Illyrian elements were added, but they contributed little to the sum of 
geographical names.l 

This belief is founded on the occurrence in Greece of local terminations 
in -r-- and especially in -v0-, which are considered to be foreign, and on 
their identification with the suffixes -aa-- and -v8-, which are well known in 
Lycia, as well as in other districts of Asia Minor, and are derived from the 
native Lycian language.2 It is supported by the collection of a long list 
of geographical names from the islands and the mainland of Greece which 
are not recognisably of Greek origin, and show resemblances, so close and 
humerous that they can hardly be accidental, to names of places in Asia 
Minor. 

The case as stated by Pauli, Kretschmer, and Fick has a very convincing 
appearance. But the facts on which it is based seem to be in general 
inconclusive and in part erroneous. In the case of -aa-, the doubling of the 
s, which is the most important point in common between the suffixes found 
in Greece and Asia Minor, is not present in the original Lycian.3 On the 
other hand, the same suffix occurs in several European countries: as in 

1 See especially Kretschmer, Einleitung, 
etc. (here cited as Kretschmer); Fick, Vor- 
griechische Ortsnamen (cited as Fick) and 
Hattiden undl Danubier, etc.; and Pauli, Alt- 
italische Forschungen, vol. ii. parts 1 and 2, 
Eine Vorgriechische Inschrift, etc. (cited as 
Pauli, ii. 1 or 2). Vol. iii. of the same work, 
Die Veneter, etc., is cited as Pauli, iii. Names 
from Asia Minor quoted without a reference 
will be found in the index to Sundwall, Die 
einheimischen Nramen der Lykier, and from 
Thrace in Tomaschek, Die alten Thraker, ii. 2. 
Other geographical names without reference 
are to be found in Pauly-Wissowa. 

2 If Lycian were an Indo-European lan- 

guage, related to the Phrygian, there would 
be no need to go to Asia Minor for the origin 
of any of these suffixes. The argument must 
procee(d on the assumption that it is not. 
The differences are in fact, in my opinion, 
fundamental and irreconcilable. The resem- 
blances hitherto verified are not beyond the 
range of coincidence. But Professor Kalinka's 
belief (T.A.M. i. p. 10) that it is a mixed 
language may prove to be correct. It is pro- 
bable at least that the vocabulary has been 
deeply affected by one or more Indo-Europeau 
languages, and the same may be the case with 
the grammar to some extent. 

3 See below, p. 53. 
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Thrace, where it is common ;4 in Illyria, as 'OpyT/rao s; and the Illyrian 
region of Italy, as TvXvraaos. In the last instance, at least, the double s is 

native, as the Messapian inscriptions shew.5 In the case of -vO- the Greek 
suffix is not identical with the Asianic, and if, as Kretschmer supposes,6 the 

Lycian -vS- represents an earlier nt, no sufficient reason is given why the 
Greeks should have regularly altered this nt, which was a common suffix in 
their own tongue, into a -rv- which was ex hypothesi foreign to it. But in 

Illyrian the actual suffix -vO- is found in local names, and is formed in 
accordance with known laws of the language.7 It is also found not 

uncommonly in Thrace.8 Moreover, at least one of the Greek names in -v0-, 
Mount BEpeKViv 0oS in Crete,9 is unquestionably derived from the Phrygian, 
a dialect which was closely connected with the Thracian on one side and the 

Illyrian on the other.l0 The object of this article is not however to discuss 
the forms which appear in Greece, but the argument based on their resem- 
blance to names found in Asia Minor. 

The fact that the same stems occur in both countries is in itself of no 

value as evidence that a language of the Lycian type was ever spoken in 

Greece. For it is not disputed that Asia Minor was inhabited by two distinct 

races, one (allied to the Lycians) of native descent, the other (allied to the 

Phrygians) of European origin.1 UnTless the names quoted can be proved to 

belong to the older population, their evidence may tell indifferently on either 

side. But it is almost always extremely difficult, and very often quite 

Kretschmer, p. 405, only mentions five 
instances, but he might have added at least 
ten more. 

5 S, like other consonants, is doubled before 
i, which itself disappears, as Arnisses for 
*Ar.nisies, etc. 

6 P. 296. It is certain that nd is always 
written in Lycian with a t, and that the 
sound almost always arises out of a t preceded 
by a nasal. That -vS- in this particular suffix 
so arose is not proved, but it is highly prob- 
able. 

7 As in Cocynthus, 'ApivOn1 and 'ApiavO?7, in 

the Illyrian region of South Italy, which 

regularly represent names with the common 
Illyrian suffix -ntia (also -ntium, etc.). For 
in Messapian t before i turns to 8, and the i 
is usually dropped. The word in0i occurs in 

Messapian. 
8 See Kretschmer, p. 402. 

l This name (I)iodorus v. 64), which is 
omitted by Pauli and Kretschmer, is certainly 
connected with that of the Phrygian tribe of 
the Berecyntes. The existence of a BepeKfvOlov 

ipos in Phrygia is denied in Pauly-Wissowa 
(s.v. Berekyntes), but without any assigned 
or discoverable reason. 

10 See Conway, B.S.A. viii. p. 154, who 
himself lias overlooked the name BEpKuvvOos, 

which would have considerably ihelped his 
argument. His contention that the language 
of the Eteocretan inscriptions is Indo-Euro- 
pean and allied to the Venetic-Illyrian. is 
highly probable. It seems to me to have no 
kind of resemblance to Lycian. It will ,e 
seen that I accept his conclusions in general 
in respect of local nalmes in Greece, though 
on grounds which are only partly the same 
as his. 

11 The question lias not been simplified by 
the discovery, by American excavators, of 

Lydian inscriptions written in a language 
strikingly unlike either Lycian or Phrygian. 
The greater part of the proper names con- 
tained both in these and( in the Greek inscrip- 
tions of the country seem to be Phrygian, 
and probably belong to the Maeonians, who 
preceded the Lydians. A few are akin to the 

Lycian, and may be assigned to a yet older 

population. The true Lydians seem to have 
been a race of comparatively late intruders, 
after the time of Homer. If so, the common 
worship, on which was based the belief in 
their blood-brothership with the Carians and 
Mysians, was taken over from the Maeonians 
as part of their title to the soil. See below, 
p. 72. 
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impossible, to decide to which stratum any particular local name belongs. 
The structure, in the case of towns, is generally the same in both languages. 
They are usually derived from a personal name followed by a suffix; and 
most of these suffixes are of an ordinary type, which is found in various 
countries.12 Some of them are certainly common to the two groups. Even 
the -v8-, which is rightly considered not to be Phrygian but distinctively 
Lycian, is sometimes attached to a Phrygian stemn: as in BayavSa,13 a town 
in the Ormelian district, which is evidently derived from the Paphlagonian 
proper name Bacya?, and connected with the Phrygian Zeus BayaZo?.14 As 
for -o-r--, there are, as will be seen, stronger reasons for supposing it native 
to Phrygia than to Lycia.15 On the other hand, -etov, -Eta, as in Poptector, 
NaoelXeta, etc. (as well as -lOV and -atoV, etc.), are peculiarly Phrygian,16 but 
MoXvS?ela is claimed (though I believe erroneously) as genuinely Lycian.l7 

The affinities of local names in Asia Minor cannot necessarily be inferred 
from their geographical position any more than from their structure. For 
though a comparison both of them, and of personal names, shews con- 
vincingly enough that a language allied to the Lycian was once spoken over 
the whole of the southern and western part of the peninsula, it does not prove 
that no other language was ever spoken there. On the contrary, there 
appear to be indications of subsequent occupation or penetration by 
Phrygians or kindred tribes in every country of Asia Minor west of the 
Halys, except in the small district of Lycia proper.18 

The limits of the Lycian people and their language in the fourth century 
1r.c., shortly before the hellenisation of the country, are proved by the area 
within which the native inscriptions are found. This coincides very exactly 
with the national frontiers as defined by Greek authors except towards the 
east, where the boundaries are rather vague. There can, however, be little 
doubt that Strabo is following an older authority in those passages in which 

12 In Lycia the commonest (after -v8-, and 
-a--, -a-a-) are -8a, -Aa, -pa, -MAa, -va. These all 
have parallels in Phrygia, as in Zivva3a, 
MavraAos, "AyKuvpa, Aivsvuos, Mo'rTavva. They 
are also to be found in Thrace and Illyria, 
and other European-countries. By no means 
all such words are formed from proper names 
in the manner usual in Asia Minor, but there 
is no general test by which they can be dis- 
tinguished from the Lycian. 

13 Probably for Ba-yavra, with the Phrygian 
-VT- as in 'Txavra, Psueviavra, LovvTra, nIeo-or- 
voUvr-, ropSeovvT-. The Lycian, Cilician, and 
Pisidian change of nit to nd spread to the 
('reek dialect of Pamphylia, (Kretschmer, 
p. 300), and may easily have affected the 
Greek or the original Phrygian forms in this 
mixed region (see Ramsay, Cities and Bi.sh- 
oprics, i. p. 286). KvXAav8sot-KvAXAoVroT in 
Caria (Kretschmer, p. 301) may be explained 
in the same way. 

14 See below, p. 62. 

15 See p. 52. 
16 Kretschmer, pp. 183 an(l 194. Mostly 

they represent -F,ov. 
17 See below, p. 60, note 118. 
18 It is necessary to observe that the name 

Lycia is used both by Kretschmer and Sund- 
wall in a very wide sense, so as to include 
listricts which were not Lycian until. Roman 
or even Byzantine times. ITherefore many 
names will be found in their works which 
appear to be exceptions to general statements 
made in this article. It is impossible in every 
case'to enter into explanations, but on verify- 
ing the references it will, I believe, be found 
that such discrepancies are due to this differ- 
ence of definition. A good many names are 
quoted in Sundwall's book from unpublished 
inscriptions simply as Lycian Without men- 
tion of the place of discovery. Such names 
are quite as likely as not to conme from places 
outside Lycia in the sense in which the word 
is here used. 
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he describes the Chelidonian islands as the beginning of Pamphylia.19 
Beyond this point no Lycian inscriptions or tombs are found, and the name 
of Olympus cannot be Lycian.20 Westward of this frontier, Lycia runs in a 
narrow semi-circular strip, only from twelve to twenty miles wide, between 
the sea and the mountains which bound the tablelands of inner Asia Minor. 
The high uplands thus surrounded belonged to Milyas, which was ethnically 
as well as geographically an extension of the Phrygian plateau, and was only 

politically united to Lycia by the Persian government.21 It included Nisa 

(Ptolemy v. 3), and even Arycanda (Pliny v. 27), on the south side of the 
main chain. Here again archaeological evidence confirms that of the 

geographers, and leads to the further conclusion that Acalissus, Idebessus, 
and Cormus lay outside the boundaries of Lycia when it was a distinct native 
state. Even of the Xanthus valley only the lower part was included, from 
the point where the river breaks through the mountains about eighteen miles 
from the nearest coast. North of this lay Cabalia, which had no connexion 
with Lycia until Roman times.22 On the west, the Carian frontier lay only 
a few miles beyond Telmessus.23 

Within the district thus defined the Lycian language is known to have 
been directly superseded by Greek without any considerable change of 

population. Therefore, though Greek and afterwards Latin names were 

commonly adopted, a large proportion of native names survived. These were 
sometimes completely and occasionally imperfectly hellenised, but in general 
they were transliterated as faithfully as the Greek alphabet allowed.24 For 

19 Strabo, p. 520 (probably from Eratos- 

thenes), and p. 651. See Kalinka's remarks, 
Jahreshefte, viii. Beiblatt, p. 42. 

20 In Lycian IA7r always turns to uB3. 
Kretschmer (p. 301) takes the word (rightly 
in my opinion) to be Phrygian. 

21 Thracum suboles Milyae (Pliny, v. 27) 
means no doubt that they were Phrygians: 
Hecataeus called them YOvos 4pvyias, fr. 206. 

The words of Arrian about Milyas, i eariL /f~y 
r7s y-eyaCdrls (lpvyias, vveTreA xi E ES rTv AvUKrav 

'ore ouTrwos ICK aathLXews teadaAov TErayf'Evov, i. 24, 

mean that it was geographically and probably 
racially part of Phrygia, not that in his own 

day it was administratively joined to it 
instead of Lycia, for that was not the case. 
Alexander entered Milyas from the Xanthus 

valley, no doubt over the main pass north of 
Ak Dagh, and went on to Phaselis. This 
confirms Ptolemy's account of the Lycian part 
of Milyas (v. 3), which Sir W. Ramsay un- 

necessarily doubts (Cities and Bishoprics, i. 

317). The country extended also far to the 
north (ibid.), and included the country of the 

'Op1^AXAe?s (ibid. p. 280), but it was all counted 

as part of Phrygia in the time of Alexander, 
who is described as leaving Pisidia and enter- 

ing Phrygia near the Ascanian (i.e. the Phry- 

gian) lake, (Arrian, i. 29). The country of 

the 'Op7,AeTZs, which was certainly in Milyas, 
is proved to be Phrygian by the proper riames 
found thlere (see p. 69), and is probably the 
Cillanian plain of which the population was a 
mixture of Phrygian with a certain amount 
of Pisidian, Strabo, p. 6'29. See Ramlsay, 
Cities and Bishoprics, i. p. 278. 

22 The Cabalian towns of Bubon, IBalbura, 
and Oenoanda were only taken from Cibyra, 
and added to Lycia by Murena about B.c. 81. 
Four languages were spoken in the district 

(Strabo, p. 631) but Lycian was not one. In 

philological discussions Cabalian names should 
not be quoted as Lycian, as is commronly 
done. 

23 J.H.S. xv. p. 95. 
24 This is less true of local than of personal 

names, which, no doubt, were put into Greek 
letters originally by the bearers of them, in 
most cases. Names of places on the contrary 
were adapted, not by Lycians, but by Greeks 
before the hellenization of the country. In 

many instances this is known to have been 
the case, and it was probably so in all. For 
the proximity of every part to the sea and 
the nearness of Greek colonies, especially 
Megiste on its very shore, made the whole 

country familiar to the Greeks at an early 
date. 
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this reason they remained subject to most of the strict and peculiar phonetic 
laws which were characteristic of the native speech. It will be shewn that 
all certain exceptions to these transmitted rules are probably and almost all 
unquestionably either hellenised or borrowed from some other region.25 

In all the other countries of the peninsula in which names of the Lycian 
type are found, the proportion of exceptions is much higher. Dialectic 
difference may, as far as the vowels are concerned, possibly account for some 
of these divergent forms. But, in respect of the consonants at least, they 
Inay, so far as they really belong to Asia Minor, be apparently divided into 
two classes. Some of them are purely Phrygian. Others are originally 
Lycian, but have undergone changes which are not in accordance with the 
laws of the Lycian but of the Phrygian language. 

Of vowels Lycian possessed a, J (generally written as e),26 i, and u.'27 

Phrygian had all the Indo-European vowels, and in this respect Lydian 
agreed with it. The same may safely be said of Carian also.28 In the other 
provinces no inscriptions in a native alphabet are preserved, and the evidence 
is therefore insufficient. 

The subject of the long vowels e and 5 in Asia Minor is rather obscure. 
It seems certain that Lycian had no equivalent for rj. In two of the three 
cases where a Greek word containing q7 is rendered into the native alphabet 
it is represented by a, and in the third by .29 Moreover, r7 is not used in 
Greek transliterations of Lycian names except in three ways.30 It may stand 
for ew, as in Ero for ssewa in a bilingual inscription.31 It is not uncommonly 
used as an equivalent for the native e before ?n and n, as in -vyrv/s for neni. 
In both these cases the lengthening is in compensation, and originates in the 
(reek transcription. The third case is when e is lengthened before a double s. 
But it seems almost certain that this is not native. For among personal 
names, which give the most reliable evidence,32 there is no certain and only 
one possible instance.33 Among local names in Lycia proper,34 there are 

25 Names were borrowed from Greek, Per- 
sia,n, and Phrygian before the Greek period, 
as pericle, arttoni patra, mida. Some were so 
entirely naturalised as to form part of native 
compounds, as the Phrygian Kwocos (Kret- 
schmer, p. 188) and Koras (Tomaschek, ii. 2, 
p. 50) in epfi-kluka and Epua-KoTas. But these 
were subject to the phonetic laws of the 
native language. 

26 In this respect I shall follow the practice 
of l'itili A siae Minoris in employing e, which 
though less accurate is more convenient. 

27 It had also the nasalised vowels d and e 
(which appear in Lydian likewise), and the 
sonant liquids m and ai. These are not found 
in Phrygian, nor so far as is known in Carian, 
where the mn is apparently syllabic with a 
suppressed vowel, not itself a vowel. 

28 Though the Carian alphabet is very ob- 
scure, the great number of different vowels 
would almost be enough to prove that o and 
u were distinguished. 

H.S.-VOL. XXXVIII. 

9 Jahreshefte, ii. p. 55. 
30 Apparent exceptions are KnrOaK-elros 

(J.H.S. xv. p. 112) and :ap77Tlos. The first 
however, is hellenised so as to resemble the 
Greek names beginning with Kr71a-. The 
second has a termination -r71,os which is quite 
alien to Lycia, and markedly Indo-European: 
it is therefore probably a foreign name. 

31 The v7 in Aapjos is due to the same cause. 
Kev8rijis (Sundwall, p. 92), in an unpublished 
inscription, may not be from Lycia proper, 
as the place of origin is not mentioned (see 
note 18). But in any case it probably stands 
for KEvSEFeBis, from KevrSas (for KevSeFas) or 
KevSeos, found in Pisidia, Pamphylia and 
Cilicia. 

32 See p. 48, note 24. 
33 2e,UEVr(oLns may perhaps be for *2/eyv- 

eo--ais. But it is at least equally probable 
that it stands for *"ZcevSeFeos. 

34 IleoaBlrdsc does not apparently properly 
belong to Lycia (see p. 48). 

E 
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only three,35 and two of these come from literary sources, which on this point 
are not reliable.36 The only example attested by the evidence of inscriptions 
or coins is that of TeX/pucraos, or TeXjo'6s, and here the forms are variable, 
since TeXiku-tLo- is not uncommon, and TeXezeO-o-6 is also found. The last 
comes nearest to the original Telebehi for *Telebesi. The name was known 
to the Greeks before the hellenisation of the country, and the transliteration 
is due to them, not to the Lycians, a fact which accounts fbr its want of 

exactness. It is most probable that they simply assimilated it to that 
of the far more famous TeX,Lo-cros in Caria,37 where both the lengthening 
of the vowel and the (loubling of the consonant seem to be regular. It 

appears certain, at aly rate, that in Lycia the long e in the suffix -(oa6s, 
as in other cases, is not native, but is due to the Greek transcription. Indeed, 
since the doubling of the s is not found in the Lycian, there can be no reason 

for the lengthening of the vowel. 

The Lycian language had no equivalent for o. The vowel u, which was 

the sound nearest to the Greek o, was apparently always short. It is always 
rendered by o or v in proper names, never by ov except in one instance.38 

Otherwise, in all Lycian names written in Greek letters, ov represents an 

original zuw, not C.39 The Greek o was evidently impossible to reproduce 
in Lycian, since 'A7roXXwvtrl)' is rendered by pulenida, lltl:)Sapo; by 

picedere, and 'lmIVIKOG by 'ijCdnis. Moreover, in Greek transliterations of 

native names o is almost entirely absent, and, in the two certain instances 

where it is native, it represents uwa and awa.40 It never stands for a 

naturally long vowel, nor, except possibly in one doubtful instance,41 for the 

lengthening of a vowel before a double consonant. The same rule holds good 
in Cilicia Tracheia, with few possible exceptions. 

Proper names in -wv and local names in -ov and -cowv are, as might be 

expected, foreign to Lycia. They are either Phrygian, as BaXXeor (p. 56), 
or hellenised, as "OvrXoW, .TO,/'r, KaXt,pvo^.42 An apparent exception is 

Kov&wv, but this occurs at Idebessus, which does not seem to have been 

35 TeAh/co-o-s, KapuvAXrlaaos (only in Strabo, 

p. 665) and 'AprTuuvrovos (only in Stephanus 
Byzartinus). Ka,rlja-eos in Lycia is a mis- 

quotation; the form cited from Hellanicuis is 
Ka,Baaaos (St. Byz. s.v.). The name occurs 
in connexion. with Homeric commentary, 
which makes it rather suspicious. :apSarao-o's 

(St. Byz.) ' near Lyrnessus' must even if the 
text is correct have been in Pamphylia. 

36 For instance, Stephanus gives 'AKa- 
XAo-oa's, though the correct form is certainly 
'AcKaXLOrac's. There is great uncertainty among 
Greek authors in general about these termin- 
ations, both in respect of the vowel, and the 
doubling of the a. 

37 Herodotus, i. 78, 84. 
38 KovvSaAL (gen.) though ungrammatical 

seems certain (Reisesn, ii. 7). .:oupa is for the 
Lycian szure, but the transliteration of local 

names is not always exact (see p. 48, note 24). 
39 An apparent exception, OuAAXas, (conm- 

pared with the Cilician OAALS, Sundwall, 
p. 227) is not so in reality, as the man or his 
father is described as Ka,i[o]apevs (Rei.sen, ii. 
107), probably from Cappadocia. There was 
no Caesarea in Lycia. 

40 ?aiapas (C.I.G. 4303e) for *uwlcamara 
and TAcs for tlawa. 

41 If n'r-eoVo (gen., C.I.G. 4300d) is con- 
nected with the Carian Oaeas, it is probably 
a Carian name. There is no certain instance 
of a Lycian name in -eas, or -eos. But w may 
represent Znwa, a common element in proper 
names. KoSpwvas (quoted by Sundwall) should 

represent Kosp-oavas (*-t wana), unless it is 
meant for a Latin Quadronius, like Ko5paros 
for Quadratus. 

42 For KaAAh- as often in inscriptions. 
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a Lycian town in the exact sense (see p. 48).43 In Cilicia Tracheia the very 
rare names in -wv, when they are not Greek, appear to be Phrygian.44 In 
Phrygia itself the termination is common, as in Kvpav, Kpvatov (Ramsay, 
Cities and Bishoprics, i. 142), Apavlcov, Btpwv, Aapow (ibid. 314), etc., etc. 
As co generally turned into ov (Kretschmer, p. 224), -cov may represent a 
native -ovv, as in the Isaurian MaOovv. So the local names Kao-vLa, 
MtlEcclwva, and TcoTovta appear side by side with AXyovvma.45 Proper names. 
in -cov are not uncommon in Caria, but a good many are hellenised. Of the 
remainder, at least half seem certainly to be Phrygian,46 and it is very 
doubtful if any have any connexion with Lycian words. 

In the matter of long vowels, Lycian names contrast most strikingly 
with the Carian, in which they are remarkably common.47 The chief cause 
is the rule by which e and o are lengthened before certain consonants when 

they are either doubled or followed by another consonant. Before liquids 
this lengthening is common, especially in the case of o before -XX- and -X8-.48 
It also takes place before a. This is shown by a comparison of the local 
name (Ovcra--o with ?veao--o in Lydia, and of the ethnics Awoaeiv and 
lAoo-evs which indicate an intermediate *Ao oa-ve.. Before -a - it is found 
in Kwacoro/aXov, as compared with Koao-TXXLto. Altogether it occurs before 
a in nearly twenty names, personal as well as local. Clear instances of 
lengthening before other consonants are not found, but it probably takes 
place in the case of gutturals in the proper name IIeXK8r/co0, possibly for 
IeXSeAKKO, as compared with Artemis IIeX8e/cet-st, in Kweco9o (which is also 

Phrygian), as compared with the Pisidian Ko/cKaXo0, and in the name of the 
Carian Zeus 2vraXewoo or e7raiXa:os, from which an intermediate *:vraXo:os 
might be inferred. 

Examples of a similar lengthening are found in Lydia in the local names 
Kopa0-o'o', Kao'ToXXok, etc. But these appear to have been inherited from 
their predecessors the Maeonians, one of whose chiefs is described in the 
Iliad as the son of B7pof.49. This is certainly connected with the 
Phrygian Bopas 50 and Bopt0co'q,51 the Thracian Barits (Bovpo9), and 
the Illyrian Borius, Burius, Burrus, etc.52 If so, it should represent 
*B6ppo?. Since the Maeonians are generally supposed to have been of 
Phrygian race, and the Phrygian origin of this name is evident, the 
question arises whether the lengthening of the vowel of which it is an 
example originates in the Phrygian language. Instances are certainly to be 
found there, and it is significant that parallel cases appear in Europe in 

43 A./,uapXos Tapwvos AUKIOS, Dittenberger (Phrygian and Thracian Ko'rus, Tomaschek, 
Syll.2 183 (inscr. found at Samnos), may also ii. 2, p. 50), Mapiwv (see the last note), Miv- 
have been Lycian in the wider sense only. Yvwv (Bithynian Mivas, Tomaschek, op. cit. 

44 Kouwv (Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics, i. p. 24). 
337), Mapiwv (Studies in History, etc., p. 326) 47 Kretschmer, p. 364. 
are Phrygian; Novvcov is Isaurian, and probably 48 Kretschmer, p. 364. 
Phrygian in origin; Mdpwv is Thracian. 49 Iliad, v. 44. 

45 Ramsay, Studies, pp. 363, 365, aud 371. 50 Rainsay, Studies, etc., p. 322. 
46 BaTowv, BoaOrwv, BOTWro, BwAcov, probably 51 Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics, i. p. 288. 

Batoiwv, see below p. 60. Also KorvuAo 52 See index to C. I. L. iii. 
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the districts from which the Phrygians miigrated to Asia, in Paeonia, 
Mygdonia, and Macedonia. 

For instance, the Carian proper name. BoXtLw is no doubt connected 
with the ethnic BoXXLt-ev and the Lydian BoXeas. But it is derived from 
the Phrygian BoXaa, which itself is identical with the Illyrian *Bolles and 
Bulus, and the Paeonian *BvXas in BvXa-Cwpa.53 Here the lengthening 
of o before a doubled liquid is evidently Phrygian. So also the Phrygian 
town of NwvovXa derives its namie from NorvoS, Novvvot, etc. The native 
Phrygian HXLo;,54 connected with the HXtv of inscriptions written in Greek, 
cannot easily be separated fromn the EXat and EXtas found in Isauria and 
Pisidia: it imiplies a form *EXXtov. Local names in -rlao-os, -ra-os, and 
-wco-o-o are not uncommon in Phrygia and the Troad, of which the population 
in historic times was Phrygian,55 but they are claimed as survivals from an 
older race. This explanation is improbable in the case of HIetpcoao6, at 
least. For, as this does not appear in the Homeric enumeration of places 
in the Troad, there is a certain presumiption that the name is of later origin, 
and it is obviously derived from that of the Thracian chief Hefpoo5,56 and 
connected with that of the Illyrian tribe of leIpova'Trat. Among proper 
names Mav7roto, from which the Phrygian town of Mavra'tov is probably 
derived in the regular way (p. 47) though found in Pisidia, is certainly 

Phrygian (Kretschmer, p. 200). Lengthening before a double guttural 
probably occurs, as has been already stated (p. 51) in KwKoc? for *KOKKOS, 
a genuine Phrygian name which is also found in the European Dardania and 

Illyria.57 Before a double dental it takes place in the local name TcoCorva, 
undoubtedly derived from TOTTnTl, ToVT'rl, etc. 

Examples of a similar lengthening among the kindred European tribes 
are found before liquids in ITHoXa, from Paeonia,58 compared with the 
Odomantian (Paeonian) 

59 
IIoXX? (Thucyd. v. 6), and the Dacian PcoXs 

compared with PoXXt-yepai (Tomaschek, ii. 2, 29). The probably Paeonian 

'f2prlTKtot, 'Opprloactot, or 'OppeacKtot, may afford another instance of this, as 
well as of lengthening before ar followed by another consonant. The r in the 

neighbouring towns of rdp?7o-Ko' and Apd/'ac:O-Ko no doubt arises in the same 
way. There is no good reason to doubt the Thracian origin of the local names 

'OSrjaaoo, 'A^ytnao-os, and 2aXtv8vo-o6do.60 The name of the Bisaltian king 
Mfoo-ar or Morr-0- 61 is another example. The Thracian KCoTv, and KOTT'v 
for Korv< shew a lengthening before a double dental. 

This very imperfect list of examples from the allied European dialects 
is sufficient to make it appear highly improbable that the lengthening of 
vowels before a double consonant arose among the Phrygians after their 

53 See p. 59. 5, 8 Jahreshefte, vi. Beiblatt, p. 3. 54 
Calder, J.H.S. xxxi. pp. 18S, 190. 59 Herodotus, v. 16. The tribes round( 

55 Kretschier, pp. 186, 188. Mount Pangaeuim (of whom the Orescii were 
56 Iliad, ii. 844. probably one) were Paeonian. 
5 

1 

Dardanian Cocaius (Naissus), Jahresheftc, 60 Kretschmer, p. 405. 
iii. Beiblatt 131; Dalnatian Cocus, Paili,iii. 11 Only known from coins. 
p. 365. 
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migration to Asia. If, as seems likely, it was native to their language, it does 
not necessarily follow that the Carians, who in this respect agreed with them 
and differed from the Lycians, either spoke their tongue or learnt the usage 
from them. But the fact becomes important as part of a cumulative 

argument if thenative names found in these countries respectively shew a 
similar agreement and a similar difference with regard to other phonetic 
peculiarities. 

In a previous paper,62 I have shewn that TeXarao-oas, Tvp,vtao-^o (there- 
fore presumably also 'ApTrvpvra6os), and probably Tvf^epta-os (or -o-as-), all 

ended in -ehi, for an earlier -esi: the same may by analogy be safely assumed 
about Kappv\kXa-ro.a6 These are the only authentic local names in -ao--os ( 0os) 
found in Lycia proper. 

There is nothing at all in the original Lycian corresponding to the 
double a. For though -crr-- is sometimes found in other words, in every case 
it represents an original -z-, not -s-.63 But z had the sound of sh,64 and in 
these instances a-- is merely an attempt to express in the Greek alphabet 
a sound for which it had no equivalent letter. In the case of s no such reason 
existed, and though the -s- suffix is remarkably common in personal names, 
the doubling never took place among them, but is confined to the local names 
just mentioned. It seems therefore that the -a-a- is entirely due to the Greek 
transcription. The most probable explanation of it is that the early colonists 
on the mainland of Asia settled among Carians and Maeonians with whom 
the ss was native and very common. It thus became so familiar to them that 
they sometimes introduced it by analogy into names which were not entitled 
to it. That the -a-a-- in Caria was a double letter, not a sh as in Lycia, seems 
proved by the lengthening of the vowels which took place before it in the 
same way as before other double consonants. 

In Greek renderings of Lycian words, -p- and -vv- represent an original 
-mm- and -sn-, where a nasal is preceded by a sonant nasal. It does not 
seem that 1 could be doubled between vowels except in crases and con- 
tractions, for otherwise 11 only appears in the late bilingual inscription 
T.A.j. 6, which was evidently engraved by a Greek.65 It is therefore 
doubtful if any of the few names in the later Greek inscriptions which contain 
-XX- are really native.66 In the other countries of Asia Minor, intervocalic -ll- 
is often found. It is rather common both in Caria and in Phrygia. 

62 J.H.S. xxxv. pp. 102, 103. 66 AaX\a is not uncommon. but may like 
63 The proper name Ouaos is certainly for some other names be borrowed from Phrygia 

*uwaza as in ap-uwaza, and EpMa8Seao-a for (AaA2a from Galatia, C.I.G. 4123, also Thra- 
*ermmedeze as in hana-daza. Off,u,Bas is cian, Kretschmer, p. 352). B:AALwv is cer- 

probably for *uzube, as in utz-eb)[l]mi; com- tainly Phrygian (p. 56). MauovwAAos is Carian. 
pare the Carian Ilav-aB0Auits. Qlooeas is prob- :oAAao-os and the Isaurian-Cilician ovUAAiL 

ably foreign, see p. 50, note 41. Other cases are probably Phrygian (compare Thracian 
are outside the boundaries of Lycia. Sola and Sulte; Illyrian *solas, Messapia, 

64 See Jahreshefte, ii. p. 68. It corres- Soleia, Venetia, Pauli, iii. p. 358, Solia, Nori- 
ponds to a Persian sh and to an Aramaic shiu. cum, ibid. p. 376). MoAAXL,s, mentione(l 

65 In the name mullijeseh (gen.)= MoAAtatos. above, is also Phrygian in origin; coinpare 
The engraver has twice written a Greek i by MoAvt from the Phrygian region of the 'Op- 
mistake for a Lycian i. IjA,xe,s (Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics, i. 
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If there is an uncertainty about -11-, there is none about -rr-, which is 

entirely foreign both to the native Lycian, and to the Greek versions of 

Lycian, names. But examples are found in Phrygia, and in all the countries 
of southern and western Asia Minor, including Cilicia, where it is not 
uncommon. The doubling of r, as well as I, is found both in Thrace and in 

Illyria. 
In Lycian neither gutturals nor labials are ever doubled between vowels, 

and the rule is observed in Greek transcriptions. In the case of gutturals 
the only exception is AKcca, which is a Phrygian name, evidently borrowed.67 
In Phrygia -KK- is not uncommon; and is found in the late native inscrip- 
tions.68 It occurs also in Lycaonian and Isaurian names which are certainly 
of Phrygian origin, as MtAKCO? (compare the town of MtgcKwvta in Phrygian 
Pisidia, and the Illyrian proper name Micu, C.I.L. iii. 4459), AOVKKov 

(compare the Messapian *Dokies); also in Pisidia, as KtecKKO (compare the 

Venetic Cicca, Pauli, iii. 359), Ko/KKaXo? (compare the Illyrian Coctus, ibid. 

p. 365; Cocceil's, ibid. p. 371, etc.), and in Milyas, as HIO/CKELt (J.H.S. xv. 

p. 121; compare the Illyrian Pocca, Pauli, op. cit. p. 377, and Poccia, p. 360). 
The doubling of a labial is only found in Lycia in lIadrrros, HId7rcrrv, 

and Ilat7r7rr ,69 and in 'A7r7rtov and 'A7r7raS,t. Each of these occurs once 

only, and they are, I believe, certainly either Greek or borrowed from 

Phrygia. For except the names mentioned and HILarov (genitive probably 
of Hla7ro9, Kretschmer, p. 345), which is once met with, the whole class 

of names formed from Ila7r- is absent in Lycia. IHara?, Ilarrvras, Hlatasa, 
and Ha7r7rta, which are so extraordinarily common in Phrygia and Lycaonia, 
are here not to be found. Such names are also uncommon in Cilicia and 

southern Pisidia. But they occur in the northern parts of Phrygia as well 

as the southern, and are evidently connected with the Bithynian ZvcS IHd7ra 

or IIarrr&Jo, who is admittedly a European god.70 They are likewise found 

in Thrace.71 Similarly names formed from A7r- are rare in Lycia, for besides 

the two mentioned we only find 'Aqtoov twice, 'A7rrtor once, and 'A7rOapovr? 
once. But these forms are entirely foreign to Lycia, for the letter 0 is not 

found in any other word. In fact, A7rb-- and A<- are especially characteristic 

p. 314), the Macedonian Mo'AKcos (Hoffmiann, 
Die 3Ia'aedonen, p. 211) and Mo'AXc (ibid. p. 

228), also found in Caria, C.I.G. 2748. Com- 

pare the Illyrian Molico, Pauli, iii. p. 362, 
and the Venetic *molos, molo, l;Iollo, M01ot1on- 
ius, etc., ibid. p. 328. Ill Lycia proper, the 

only other related name is mtlda, MoAas, in an 

inscription in which Carian names are mixed 
with LScian (T.A.M. 32). MoAXs, MoXects, 
etc., quoted as Lycian are really Cabalian, 

Milyan, Pamphylian, and Pisidian. The 

reading :EAAis (Reilen, ii. 156) is uncertainl: 
:Ef8is is perhaps more probable. alAA7s a11d 

,iAA[E]as are also quoted in Sundwall's work. 
The last, at least, if rightly restored is foreign 
to Lycia, in which the ending -Eas does not 

occur in native namies, see note 41. 
67 E.. J. H.S. xxxi. p. 182, in an inscription 

partly written in Phrygian ; (f. Kretschmer, 

p. 351. 
s6 As in J.H.S. xxxi. p. 181. 

69 Ildarnro occurs also once at Olympus. 
Otherwise the form does not belong to Asia 

bMinor, but is simply a not uncommnon Greek 

name. As such only it was introduced into 

Lycia ; nalros is a variant. The derivatives 

n dnracc and lnanrvlc av are Greek in fornm, and 

foreign to Asia Minor, especially to Lycia, 
where names in -av cannot be native; see p. 50. 

70 Kretschmer, pp. 199 and 241. 
71 Kretschmer, p. 345. 
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of Bithynia, a-s well as Phrygia (compare Kretschmer, pp. 346 and 347, with 
p. 223),72 but seem to be absent in Cilicia anid souitheril Pisidia, and all names 
of this class are rare on the southern side of Mount Taurus. 

In Greek transcriptions of Phrygian words ~ is often found. Tt arises 
in two ways, from- a guittural and from a d.73 In Lycian the souind is not 
native, for the letter which is transcribed by z corresponds to a- not ~ in 
Greek. Zepjiovv&9~ is the only certain example of a name containinig , a-nd 
this is probably Milyan, as it is found at Arycanida as well as once at Myra. 
Zepl/k- here represents a native Lycian A~ep1a- as in Ovt-8e3plia and Ye)xpt- 
8ap/ia, but has undergonie the same Phrygian change as Zap/lo,~, which occurs 
in Phrygia itself (C.1IG. 4061). The Cilician la-~'ap/Ita9, Po-~'aptkas,~, and 

TpoKco-~apliar~ are also examples of the alteration of ~ to 4' which appears in 
several other names from the sam-e province. It may be taken as evidence 
of the Phrygian in1fluence of which other traces are founad. 

It has long been observed that no Lycian word begins with b), and the 
rule holdis good of native namnes, both personal and local, writteni in Greek 
letters. There is only one apparent exception in an inscription at Limnyra, 
which reads, according to Loew's copy, B-trvapv? A/3aa-os? lvlwtpt, KaTE- 

O-KEV[aa]e 
-' pi4v t a E'awrT , IC. TA.X The second and thiird wor-ds are 

m-eaningless as they stand, and, assuming the fir-st to be correct, we must 
certainly read Bto-tvaps~ A,8ao-[t]o'~ [T]v/Ivi' .5 The wom-an was therefore a 
fo-reigner froiy Trr/4tvo, in Caria,7 and this is one of the exceptions which 
prove the rule. All other instances are evidently foreign, anld my-ost of them 
are not really found in Lycia at all. 

BeW0vv (Reisem-, ii. 83) is a very commoni n-ame in Thrace,7 bu1sas 
Phrygian (C.LG. 3837, addenda). From Phrygia it passed into Lycia and 
into 'Cilicia (Bt6v,?, LJH.S. xii. 27, 26). BITrO, at Pergaiium has the samie 

72 It seem-s to mie certain, however, that the 
forms in Amp- from whichi A(p- an(1 A(p- are 
formed, are hiellenised on the miodel of the 
Greek &7rnp0. 'Amrpdptov, Namv'vcptov, and TTa'r- 

pLoiY seem to be GRreek in form, as Mamp4aptov 

certainly is (Kretschm-er, p. 339), and with 
these must be classedI 'Amp~apoDs, 'Ap.uuapois 
and Ta'rapo0s, withi the common late Greek 
femninine suffix -oiis. Except in obviously 
hielleinised or Latims or Persiani names, (P is 
generally of the rarest occurrence in Asia 
Minor. Neithier in words allied to the Lycian- 
nor- the Phrygian does it seem to be native. 
Its extreme frequency in this one class of 
namies at a late d,ate can hardly be explained 
except. as the result of Greek influience. Of 
the two othier names beginining with 'A~rr-, 
alr-eady mentioned, 'AwrLriwv seenis foreign to 
Asia Min-or. 

73 Kretschimer, pp. 230 anid 196. 
71 G.IG. iii. addenda 4315d. That Loew 

was not infallible as a copyist may be seen oni 

the same page, by comparing 4315 and 4315b 
withi T.AM. i. 139 and. 152. 

75 It is not imyprobable that, the first word 
should also be corrected to *nio-tvapLT on the 
analogy of MlO'LV610ALs etc. But I do not think 
that the initial B can actually represent a 
native initial p as Sundwall stiggests (p. 181). 
No inistance of suchi a transliter-ation appears 
to be well established, except the change of 
an initial pd, unipr-onouinceable in Gireek, to 
B3 in the Pisidlian BaEvao-Ls, which is not 
ainalogous. The change of rnp to rnb took 
place within the Lycian language. On the 
contrary. a native b was ofteni altered into a 
Greek 7r ; see below, p. 62, note 132. 

76 St. Byz. s. . He gives the ethnic as 
T14LUVLGOs, but the typical Garian anid Lycian 
ethnici was -&ivs (ibid. Q.v'. --mV'os, 'ATad87, etc.), 
Nvhich commnonly has the feminiiine in -is. 

77 Also froin Upper Moesia (Dardanian and 
Mysian), Jahrseshejte, iv. Beiblatt, pp. 85, 86. 
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form as Bitus, which is found amiiong the Paeonian Dentheletae. The 
feminine BBLtTT is Carian.75 

Bpno-at-, at Olympus, which is not properly to be counted as a Lycian 
town, is Greek, the feminine of Bpsno-eiX-,79 a, well-known epithet of Dionysus, 
which properly belongs to Lesbos.80 BtXXo,? does not occur in Lycia but at 
Celenderis in Cilicia,8' and BaTabKCjq is a Phrygian name froim Cabalia.52 
BaXXtowv,3 which is quoted as Lycian, is certainly of Phrygian origin,84 
connected with BaXijv or BaXXr v, king, from an Indo-Eur-opean root mileaning 
'power.' 85 The Isaurian feminine BaXa6Ots, is formed according to Phrygian 
rules from BaXaT-, anid recalls the numerous Illyrian names in -atus and 
-at imtts, as well as the Messapian-Illyrian Baletics (genitive BaletOihi).16 
Names in -aT709 are also Phr8gian.57 The stem appears in the Isaurian 
BaXtoq, the Pamphylian BaXoq, and the Lycaonian BaXa,3toq. From the 
last is forimed the Lycaonian BaX/3toaq (feminine BaX/3toa), for BaXa3ooFaq, 
which has no resemblance to any native personal namye in Asia Minor- buit 
shews an evident connexion with that of the Phrygian district BaX/3a8ov 
and the Cabalian (not Lycian) town of Ba'X/3ovpa. 

This, like most local names, is no doubt formed fromy a personal name 
(BaXfioq, probably for BaXa/o,). The ending is not to be classed with the 
-pa of the Lycian A['~kzpa, but with the -ovpa of the Phrygian Ka'povpa, 
which is also found in Papad-ovpa in Lycaonia,88 Fa~-ovpa in Pontus, 

KOX-ovpa in Ionia, To/aX~Iovpa and AX,uovpa"8 in Lydia, and possibly- 
Mla' oovpa in Pamiphylia. It appearis also in the Dardanian (Illyrian) Bpi+- 
Toupa, and with a slight change in the Thracian BE'XXovpoq; and in two 

places B6Xovpoq, one in Epirus, the other a town of the Tralles in Illyria. 
It is very probable that -ovpa in BptTTovpa represents the -vor-a in Clevora, 
also in Upper Moesia, and corresponds to the Greek Fopo(;, a word which was 

certaiiily represented in closely allied languages. It appears in the Phrygian 
opou, avw (Kretschmer, p. 235), and lin the names of the Epirotic 'Ope'a-Tat, 

78 Kretschmier, p. 318. 
79 See Roeckh's note on C.]1. G. 2042. 
81 Cf. Panuly-Wissowa, s. r. The Cariani 

Bpt7oLov is similarly derived. Names beginninD 
with Bp- akin to Lycian are hellenised forms 

of originals in Air-, Just as MAauvaos was 

changedi by the Gireeks to BAa~v8os. Thus 

the Carian Bpi'aoars corresponds to a Lyciain 

mru[uw]asi (to be so readl in T.A.M1 i. 55, 4). 

compare me-rnruici as the Cilician BXeyaSos 

is for ml2-tije (like mizre-tije', compare mie- 

tederi. There is no question in suchl cases of 

any exchange of consonants in the nati\ve 

languages, but only of the substitution of a 

possible for an impossible combination in the 

Greek transcription. Names in Bp- aiid BA- 

may therefore be left out of consideratioii. 
t4 See below, p. 62. 
82 See below, p. 59. 
" Suoidwall, p. 283. As the locality is not 

mentioned, it may inot be Lycian in the exact 

sense. 
84 BaAar is founitd atl Tliessalonica, in the 

native land of the Phirygian Mygdonians. 
85 Kretschmner, p 2421: Tomasehiek, ii. 2, 

pp. 11, 12. Trhe Dar?danian BaAAavo-rpa miay 

be for BaAxav-a-ropa, 'stronghold of the king, 

see Tomnaschek, ii. 2, p. 81. The root appears 
also in the name of tie Dacian kiing aeKI- 

BaAos (cf. Dacian Balius, C.OIL. iii. 1629, 3) 

and the Illyrian king BaAAa7os : probably also 

in the Bithynian Zeus BaA?7os, and perhaps iii 

the Thracian BaAso's (Dionvsus). 
86 

Possibly tie Lydian BEAETpos is finoit the 

same stemii ; see Amierican. Journal of A)chac(- 

ology, xvi. p. 28. 

87 INretschmer, P. 202. 
88 Also 'aporavpa, wrhicht makes it probable 

that -Ioavpa represents Ioa-oupa. 
89 The r?oot Aim- is Illyrian and Paeoniani; 

see Amn. Jonrnal of Archaeology, xvi. p. 51. 
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the mountaineers, and of the probably Paeonian Opprlo-rcot or fp7ra/ctLOL, a 
tribe of Mount Pangaeum. It is also very probable that the -copo, so 
remarkably common in all districts which were or had been Paeonian,90 is 
connected with Fopos, and means a fortified height or burgh. It was carried 
by Phrygian tribes into Asia Minor, where the Bottiaei founded 'AyKcwpv7 
near the Ascanian lake, similar in termination to their native "AXopo, and 
in stem to the Illyrian Anctts91 and the two Phrygian cities of Ancyra. 
KoTrwpa in Pontus is undoubtedly formed from the proper name KOrTU, 
which is Phrygian and Illyrian as well as Thracian; "1,/cpa is found in the 
same region. The Paphlagonian KvTrwpos seems to be derived from a 
probably related proper name, Thracian Cuta, Cuties, etc., Illyrian Gutio 
(Pannonia, C.I.L. iii. 4083). It may be concluded that -epa is certainly, and 
-ovpa almost certainly, of European origin, and that Ba/fovpa is a Phrygian, 
not a Lycian, word meaning probably the borough of BaXf,os.92 

The name of the second Cabalian town, Bov/Soa, seems to be Phrygian 
also, in spite of its Greek appearance. The suffix is Phrygian, not Lycian.93 
It is evidently derived from the name Bovlas9, found in Bithynia (C.I.G. 3795), 
which stands in the same relation to the Phrygian Ba,/3r as AovL8a to Aa8a? 
and Novvas to Naval. It must be remembered that the genuine Phrygian 
origin of the class of names derived from baby-language which are so 
common in the province is not disputed. It is merely denied that they are 
exclusively due to immigration from Europe.94 It follows that the origin 
of each particular name of this type must be determined separately, partly 
from its geographical distribution and partly from a comparison of similar 
names in other districts. Judged by these tests, Ba,95 Ba,8a, and a whole 
group of connected names are certainly Phrygian. They are entirely unknown 
in Lycia, and of the extremest rarity south of Mount Taurus and in the 
south-west.96 They are found in the northern part of Phrygia,97 where 
survivals of the older population are at least exceedingly uncommon, as well 

90 
"Awpo, Aos , rAowpos, pos, 4frrwpos, Mi- 

AiKwpos, rlAhwpos, Tadp2rwpov. 
91 

Pauly-Wissowa, s.r. 
92 Bo'Aat in Caria, a presumably older lname 

of Heraclea (St. BIyz. s. .) does not seem 
relate(l to BaA,Boupa, but rather to the town 
and lake BodA3r,, in Mygdonia, whence one of 
the Phrygian tribes migrated. If Tomaschek's 
derivation (ii. 2, p. 94) is correct, from the 
root bhol, Armenian bol-, 'to swell, to be 
round,' the Greek BoABos would seem to be 
borrowed from a dialect akin to the Phrygian. 
The islands Bolbulae (Pliny, v. 137, which 
should be emended to Bolbusae) off the Ionian 
coast derived their name from the Greek 
word. But the district BoABoro's in Cilicia 
Tracheia (Ramsay, Hi.st. Geog. p. 371) no 
doubt had a native namle. 

93 See p. 50. 
94 Kretschmer (p. 356) states this most 

distinctly. It appears to me that all the 
names he collects (pp. 334, seqq.) are genuinely 
Phrygian, but that he over-estimates the 
number of those which are also Lycian. 

95 1in C.I.G. 4009, b, probably 6otLws a&vEfar-- 
aveY Kal Nepavrw(a) Kar Bay, Ba OuvyaTipa, should 
be read instead of Ba,Sa. The Phrygian local 
name BavBovuAa (p. 58) is probably a contrac- 
tion of Bava$ouAa, and akin to BavaG3a in 
Cilicia (Ransay, Hist. Geog. p. 371). 

96 Ba appears once in Cilicia at Dalisandus. 
The Pamphylian 'E\AatBaBs seems, like most 
Pamphylian namles (see p. 68), to be un- 
related to the Lycian. Otherwise no names 
are compounded witl baba in the second part. 
No related names seem to be found in Caria, 
unless the Milesian BaBiwv be reckoned, as it 
probably may, as Carian. 

97 E.g. at Cotiaeum, Kretschmer, p. 223. 
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as in the ancient native inscriptions in the heart of the country.98 Bas is 
known as the name of a Bithynian king, and Ba/3as as that of a Thracian 

general (Pauly-Wissowa, sub vv.). There can hardly be a doubt that Bov/3as, 
like Bca4as, is one of the names which are common to the Phrygians and 
the Thracians, and consequently that Bov,3cr is of Phrygian origin. The 
town of BvSaacro' or Bubassus (*Bov/,ao-oaS) in Caria is also to be derived 
from Bov/3as, and has a Phrygian name. The termination, as has been 

already shewn, is not necessarily Lycian (p. 53). 
A parallel case is found in Ba'pyara, also in Caria. This cannot be 

separated from the Carian BapryvXa, which shews marked Paeonian and 

Illyrian affinities, both in stem and suffix. It is identical in name with 

BargIultum in Illyria and with BptayvXol near the Strymon.99 The same 
stem is found in BapyaXa in Pelagonia.100 The termination of BapyvXla is 
found exactly in pep/uvXla in Chalcidice and Mt. KepSvLXov at the mouth 
of the Strymon, and almost exactly in TepwrvXXos and MopuvXos in Mygdonia, 
whence the Phrygian tribe of Mygdonians migrated to Asia Minor. 

As a man's name, Bapyos at Cyzicus recalls on the one hand the 
Bisaltian Bepyatos,0l and on the other the Cilician Bapyato9. Side by side 
with this is found Bapyaa8o7o, a name which is shewn to be of Phrygian 
origin not only by the initial B but also by the presence of 0, which is as 

foreign to Cilicia as it is to Lycia (see p. 67). 
Another Carian town, BptovXa,102 has a Phrygian name. It has the 

same suffix as the Phrygian AzrovXa, Bav/3ovXa, and Na[ovXa,103 as well as 

the Dardanian "A/,ovXos, and the Thracian BepyovX?, PaKcovXq, and ITvovXa. 
The stem is Phrygian, as well as Thracian, Paeonian, and Dardanian.104 

Other Carian names with initial B are evidently Phrygian, not Lycian, 
in affinity. The proper name BaXaypo9 is not only Macedonian but also 

Illyrian, as is shewn by the Messapian Balacrchi-craihi. 
The Carian BOTGDo is identical with the Illyrian Boto, Buto, Butto.105 

08 Old Phrygian Bala, Kretschmer, p. 336. 
99 The neighbourhood of this place to 

Parthicopolis confirlms its relationship to 

Bargullum, among the Parthini, Tomaschek, 
ii. p. 62. 

100 Hierocles, 641. This cannot possibly be 
the same as Bargullum, as suggested in Pauly- 
Wissowa, sub vv. It was in Macedonia, pro- 
bably Pelagonia, whlile the other was near the 
Illyrian coast among the Parthini. 

101 This may however be derived from the 
town of Bepya. 

102 The north side of the Meander valley 
was Carian in Homer's time as far as Mycale 
(Iliad ii. 869), and was still so reckoned by 
Ephorus (see frags. 35 and 86). Later it was 

generally called Lydiamn. The population was 
mixed in Strabo's day (p. 648), but the Lydians 
were probably immigrants. Native Carian 

(not Lydian) inscriptions have beein found at 

Tralles (Sayce, Proceedings of S.B.A. xxvii. 
Nos. 8 and 9). 

103 These two places (Ramsay, Studies etc. 
pp. 361, 371), together with almost all those 
named in the group of inscriptions in which 

they are menrtioned, must be reckoned to 

Phrygia 7rap&peLos, to which Apollonia and 

Antiochia are distinctly assigned by Strabo 
(see Ramsay, Hi.st. Geog. p. 397, and Cities 
anTd Bi.shoprics, i. p. 316). Late Phrygian 
inscriptions are found in this district (Ramsay, 
Jahre.hefte, etc. viii. Beiblatt, p. 85). The 
names, local and personal, which occur there, 
are almost exclusively Phrygian, and I shall 

quote them as such. It was only under the 
Roman empire that this part of Phrygia was 
included in Pisidia. 

104 See Tomaschek, ii. 2, p. 63. 
105 Pauli, iii. pp. 374, 366. 
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The related Phrygian *BoRLo? (in BoTtetov) is the Illyrian Bottius, Buttus.106 
The Lydian BovTrar is found again exactly in Paeonia.l07 The Bithynian 
BoTetpas represents the Illyrian Bouteriits,108 whence the Thracian place 
BovreptEv. Nothing similar occurs in Lycia or in compounds of the Lycian 
type. 

The Carian BaTCv is also one of the most characteristic of Iilyrian 
names, which occurs in Dalmatia and Upper and Lower Pannonia. It is 
likewise found in Dardania.109 The Phrygian feminine BarTa, and BaOOtv 
from Isaura, are from *BaTroy, whence also the Pannonian l"and Peucetian 
gentile Battius.111 From the same stem are derived the Cilician BaTreyT, the 
Pisidian BaTatov, and the Phrygian BaTaT7?K and BaTrcK?7s, which is also 
found 'in Cabalia and has been incorrectly classed as Lycian.12 It has no 
Lycian analogies, and is not found in any compound proper name.113 

The Carian Bw\otov is derived from the Phrygian BwXa9, whence 

BcoXavos. By a change conmmon in Asia Minor,114 though not Lycian, BoXav 
would stand for *BoXXa9. From the same stem is derived the Lydian 
BoXea?, and probably the Carian ethnic BoXXt-ev9. The same name appears 
as Bolles in Messapian, and as *BoXos in BoXovpov, a town of the Tralles, an 
Illyrian tribe, the legendary founders of the Carian Tralles.115 It is also 
found as Bults in Pannonia and *BvXav in the Paeonian town of 

106 Ibid. pp. 371, 377. 
107 Hoffmann, Die Makedonen, p. 224. It is 

also Thracian, Tomaschek, ii. 2, p. 16. The 
Phrygian *Bouvas in Bouvsta is a form 
of BovTas, like the Illyrian Au5o- AVTo- 
(Kretschmer, p. 247), MeS'WY-METE'w (ibid. 
p. 257). The Thracian Bov,s is for Bovir$s 
as e.g. Aop-(Ev06s for -8eves : it is identical 
with Bwc(s from Pergamum. The Phlrygian 
town of Bofa is probably from the same stem, 
if it really existed (see P.-W. s.v. Boze?os). 
See Kretschmer, p 1991. By a slip in Sund- 
wall, p. 176, BoCa is confused with BaCis in 
Cappadocia. 

108 C.I.L. iii. 4944 
109 Kretschmer, p. 245. 
110 Pauli, iii. p. 370; also Bataro, p. 369, 

Bateia and Batelus are found in Noricum. 
ibid. p. 373. 

111 Conway, Italic Dialects, index. 
112 The Isaurian or Cilician Basas is probably 

for *BaTas, as Bovuos for BovTas (note 107). 
With it is connected the Cappadocian feminine 
name Bace,s, and the town of BaCis, in the 
sane way as BovS s with Bovsas. The dative 
Ba5L in Heberdey-Kalinka, p. 7, from Milyas, 
is probably from Bas, genitive Baaos, as 
rIanr,ras, na7nr7ros. 

113 KaAa,BS'r7rs found in Caria is certainly a 
Greek word ' lizard,' a known form of a&oKaha- 
8c,rs. Thence, I believe, is derived the 

Lycian place KhaBXaTia, a.corruption arising 
from the fact that the Lycians could not 
pronounce the Greek w (see p. 50). Most 
places on the coast had Greek names. The 
river KoAo,Saros is not likely to be a compound, 
as local names are almost always formed with 
a suffix. It is probably from the same stem 
as the neighbouring town of KoA$Bdaa. That 
district, afterwards reckoned Pisidian, was 
originally part of Phrygia. 

114 See p. 51. The name does not, I believe, 
occur in any compound proper name of the 
Lycian type. Even for one of these, the sup- 
posed Cabalian MoheXovAouvBaoios (gen.) would 
be too long. It is certainly a ldouble name, 
MoAeB7s AovSaois, such as are common enough 
in Asia Minor (see Sundwall, p. 265). In an 
inscription of the saime family we find MzA-js 
oIs 'oiAovoaaios (Heberdey-Kalinka, p. 47). 

115 Through Strabo, p. 649, and Hesychius 
call them Thracians, Stephanus Byzantinus, 
in describing them as Illyrian (suzb vv. TpahAAa, 
BgyLS, and Bo'ovpos), cites the better authority 
of Theopompus, and Livy (no doubt following 
Polybius) expressly mentions several times 
that they were Illyrians (xxvii. 32 ; xxxi. 35; 
xxxiii. 4). They were much used in the 
armies of the Macedonian kings, who are 
more likely to be the Baao-iA7s referred to by 
Hesychius than the kings of Pergamun. See 
Ramsay, Hist. Geog. p. 112. 
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BvXacopa.116 The Cariai Bocrwv corresponds to the -bostes of the Dacian 
Burobostes, and the -busta of the Moesian -obusta (Tomaschek, ii. 2. p. 15); 
it is found also in the Dardanian AtT'3vo-'TOI (ibid. p. 33) and the Pannonian 
Bustuio (.I.L. iii. dxxxix). By a change very characteristic of Thracian, 
it probably appears in that language as M6o-'t, whence the Lydian ethnic 
M orTjvot. Boo-Owv has no resemblance to any proper name in Asia Minor. 

It should be observed that the Carian Ba8tlov, BOTWo, Ba'rwv, BwXtwv, 
and Booaov, which are so markedly Phrygian, Illyrian, or Thracian in the 
stem, have also the suffix -wo which is very characteristic of Phrygian and 
Illyrian but as wholly foreign to Lycian as the initial B (see p. 50). These 
instances justify the presumption that the few remaining Carian names with 
initial B are likely also to be Phrygian, not Lycian, in affinity.117 

The Carian place Beppa/3\ooov is certainly for Beppa,/XoFLov, which 
seems clearly to have the suffix -iFov, remarkably characteristic of Phrygian 
local names,1l8 but probably unknown in Lycian.119 It should by analogy be 
derived from a proper name *Beppat3Xo,- or more probably BBeppa,3aXos, 
like the Dacian AeKce'/aXkov, fiom the Phrygian root bal-, power, already 

mentioned; if so, it would be equivalent to the Greek (epegpda'r,. The first 

part appears in Beppota or Bepoia in the traditional Macedonian home 
of the Phrygians, of which the typical Phrygian suffix (see Kretschmer, 
p. 203) appears still more distinctly in the ftrm BepoeLa, carried with themi 

by the settlers in the Syrian towni.120 The name was derived from a 
traditional founder <epov, b,lt is Phrygian not Greek.121 There seems to 
have been another Bepota on the west coast of Chalcidice in territory that 
was probably once Phrygian (Mygdonian),122 as well as Bepoil or Beroe in 
Thrace and Beroe in Moesia. From the same root may be derived the proper 
name BepXav from Cilicia. for *BepeXav with the diminutive suffix so common 
in Phrygia (Kretschmer, p. 201), which may be connected with the Pisidian 

MepXas and MepXaTro?.123 
It is also probable that the Carian feminine namle BepOa? may be derived 

from the same root. It does not seem to be connected with the Lycian 

11'l Also in the Illyrian tribe of IBulini tand 
the district of lBullis or BuAvis. 

117 BITrw (p. 56), BoABaL (note 92), Busaor-os 
(p. 58), Bdp"yaaa (ibid.), BapyvAha (ibid.), 
Bplovha (ibid.), andt BchAaypos (ibid.) lave been 

alieady discussed. 
118 See p. 47. 
119 It is very likely that Mohvv,eLa, quoted 

from Alexander Polyhistor(St. Byz. s.. v.), may 
be formed in the Phrygian way from a proper 
name *MoAvvoas. But, if so, it was probably 
in Milyas (see p. 48), which in Alexander's 
time was part of Lycia, and wh-ere names in 
MoA- are remarkably commono: in Lycia they 
are almost unknown and probably foreign, 
see note 66. The termination -vsas is also 
especially Milyan. The only Lycian place 

in -,a, KaAaSarta, is probably meant for Greek, 
see note 113. The suggestion (Sundwall, p. 175) 
that Beppa,$Awtov is derived from a possible 
Lycian *para-pluwa with a suffix -ija is not 
therefore convincing enough in itself to give 
any support to the view that a Lycian p may 
be rendered by 3. 

120 St. Byz. ..v. B4pota. 
121 Tomaschek's derivation (ii. 2, 58) fronm 

the root bher, in the sense of fertile, is pecu- 
liarly suitable to the garden of Midas, Herod. 
viii. 138. 

122 Grote's argument is very convincing and 
has other support, Pauly-Wissowa, p. 306 (2). 

121 The change of b to m1 is Thracian. 
Kretschmer, p. 236. 
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part-, pert-, in pert-i?a, ddawd-parta, parttala, and Ilapraatct. For 

IlapSaXas, which evidently corresponds to parttala, and is no doubt connected 
with 7radpaXLt, or 7rdpSo0, a leopard, occurs not only in Lycia and Lydia 
but also in Caria. There is abundant evidence that a Lycian p is represented 
by 7r in Caria, and a Lycian -rt- may correspond to a Carian _p8-.124 It 
is not probable that the same stem should appear in the same language both 
as Hap8- and BepO-, and still less that the change should be produced by 
its conversion into Greek, in which the word was already naturalised as 

7rapSos. It will also be shewn that the letter 0 is not Lycian but Phrygian 
(see p: 67). 

The Carian Botow,/o is probably for BoFt-, and connected with the 

Phrygian *BoaXov in Boata 125 for BofaXo9 and the Paphlagonian Boa.126 
It may be compared with the Illyrian Bovitda (Pauli, iii. p. 360), Boatits 

(C.I.L. iii. 1934),127 and probably with Bovieriis from Noricum (ibid. 6513). 
The Dalmatian feminine Buo (Pauli, iii. p. 365) for Buvo is certainly Illyrian, 
but Buio (masculine), common in Pannonia, may be Gaulish, like Boius. 
In this case the connexion which has been suggested with the Carian Ilotqr?,129 
the Lycian IIoaXa (*putwala), etc., would perhaps in itself be preferable to 
the Phrygian and Illyrian derivation, if there were any clear cases of the 
change of a Lycian p to /3, and if convincing Lycian analogies could be found 
for the other Carian words with initial B. These conditions however do not 
seem to be fulfilled, and the whole class may probably be considered as 

Phrygian in origin. The same may be said with confidence of the few 
remaining examples from southern and western Asia Minor. 

The Phrygian, Thracian, and Illyrian connexions of the ancient Maeonian 
Bc&pos have been already mentioned.l30 It is not related to any Lycian word.'3' 
The name of another Maeonian chief in the Iliad, MeatoXlv, is almost 
identical with the Dardanian Mestula (Jaltreshefte, iv. Beiblatt, p. 85) and 
akin to the Thracian Mestitv, and Me-rro- at Thasos (J.H.S. xxix. p. 100). 
Other related names are collected by Perdrizet (Corolla Numisnmatica, 
pp. 217-233) who shews that Me-roq is a native name of the river Ne'0TO7. If 
it is the more ancient form, the Maeonians may once have dwelt in that region. 
The Maeonian god KarSavX'W7 had an Indo-European name (Kretschmer, 
p. 388), and the possibly Maeonian king "Aypwv (ibid. p. 389) had a later 

121 As Carian Ap-SvBepLs compared with 128 The Venetic fpohiios (= boiios) is taken 
Lycian Tufepis in TvBeptoraos and neprrev-SuBe- b)y Pauli (iii. p. 350) for Gaulish, but it might 
pis. be Illyrian for Borios, as arahos for aravos, 

125 In the region of Antiochia Pisidiae,which ibid. p. 386. 
was certainly really Phrygian (see p. 58, note 129 This however may very easily represent 
103). The proper name Bov6BaAos occurring *Bon7vs, as there is ample precedent for the 
in the same district is a Greek word 'antelope,' conversion of a native b into 7r, though not for 
but is almost certainly hellenised from BoFaXos the reverse change. 
for fashion's sake, as often happened. 1:: 0 P. 51. 

126 F.H.G. iv. p. 358. :1 The Lycian KLvS-a3uvpL (Knt-abtwa) is 
127 Boatius also occurs as a gentile name in compounded with the word abura (7'.A.M. 

Italy, but only in the Illyrian Daunia (Con- 55, 2), whence also by a common change of 
way, The Italic Dialects, ii. index). vowel Kev-o0op[i]s. 
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namesake who was king of Illyria (Polybius, ii. 2, 4). The name Matlove may 
well be identical with that of the European HIaloves, from a common original 
*BatovEz.l32 This is the more probable since their neighbours the Phrygians, 
Mysians, and Trojans (Dardanians), were all considered to be related to the 
Paeonians, and lived near them in their European homes.133 

BaTyeLt, a town in Lydia, may be connected with the Paphlagonian proper 
name BayaS,134 the probably Phrygian town of BayavSa, and the Phrygian 
Zeus Baya'os.l35 It may also be compared with B77yts, a town of the Illyrian 
TpaXXot (p. 59). 

The native Lydian Bakivas' is translated by Atovvot-cXk in a bilingual 
inscription.l36 This points to an alternative form Ba/co? by the side of 

Bat/XO?, which probably appears in the Isaurian feminine name Baocov.137 
Such a form is also indicated by the Greek word aIecL8e9, inspired prophets, 
and perhaps by the name Bacowv (C.I.G. 165), as well as the Illyrian Baccius, 
Baculus, and BacauCttsu. Btpwc (compare Btpptoo, J.H.S. viii. p. 251) is a 

Phrygian (Milyan) name from the Ormelian district, with no Lycian affinities, 
but no doubt connected with the probably Macedonian Btppovv.138 

Another name from the same region, BtXXto?,l39 is rightly claimed as 

Phrygian by Sir William Ramsay. It is from the same stem as the 

Paphlagonian BlXXapos at Sinope (Strabo, p. 546), which is connected by 
Tomaschek, ii. 2, p. 94, with the Paphlagonian river BtXXkao? and the proper 
names BLXX7vo? and BtXXyrvr. BtXXv? is also found in Cilicia, as well as 

132 The change of b to m in Thracian, 
especially where an n follows, is well-estab- 
lished (Kretschmer, p. 236). The substitution 
of a Greek rI for a foreign B is not uncommon 
in regions bordering on Paeonia. The people 
of BpLavT'riic in Thrace were also called Prian- 
tae: the Macedonian TI'pya.os is almost 
certainly for BEpy-: HIaAX;lv7 represents a 
Macedonian BaXXArvrq (L. & S. s.v.). Mt. Bo'lo 
on the Epirotic frontier is also called fnoov. 
On the Asiatic side we find riapTapas for 
Bartaras in a Lydian bilingual at Pergamum, 
rIadpyara for Bap'yaoa, nlpovAa for Bptouva, and 
other instances. 

133 Some held that the Paeonians were a 
colony from Phrygia, others that the Phrygi- 
ans were a colony from Paeonia (Strabo, p. 
331). The Mygdonians, from whom a Phrygian 
tribe were descended, were a people of Paeonia 
(Pliny iv. 10). Herodotus believed that the 
Paeonians were descended from Teucrians, by 
which he meant Trojans (Dardanians), as 
appears from ii. 114 and 118; from a com- 
parison of vii. 20 with v. 13 it is to be inferred 
that Mysians were mixed with these Teucri- 
ans. Hellanicus (fr. 46) says that in the time 
of Macedon, son of Aeolus, the Mysians were 
the only inhabitants of the country besides 
the Macedonians. The true country of tle 

European Mysians or Moesians was the dis- 
trict about Ratiaria. There they bordered on 
the Dardani, whom they probably accompanied 
or followed in their migrations. The neigh- 
bours of the Dardanians on the south and 
south-east were Paeonians. 

134 Strabo, p. 553. The derivation of 
Bagadaonia in Cappadocia is obscure. 

135 On this disputed name, see Kretschmer, 
p. 198. Torp's objection to the derivation 
from bhdga-, on account of the suffix, does not 
seem to me so irresistible as to Kretschmer. 
For seveial parallel cases are found in Asia 
Minor, as Zeus rlar7rwios by the side of nIdiras 

(ibid. p. 199), the goddess 'A!uALala by the 
side of 'A,Utat (Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. 'Auads), 
and possibly :Ya,Bd4os by the side of :2cBos 
(Kretschmer, p. 196), and KaKao-,evs by tle 
side of KatKafBos (ibid. p. 351). 

136 Littmann, in Sardis, vol. vi, pt. i, p. 39. 
137 It is uncertain if the Cilician local name 

Ba&Ka (Ramsay, Hist. Geog. p. 386) has any 
connexion with this. 

138 Hoffmann, Die Makedonen, p. 53. The 
name occurs at Pharsalus, but the bearers 
were not natives. 

139 Genitive of BtAxis, according to Sund- 
wall, p. 61. 
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BtXXos, which is incorrectly described as Lycian.140 The last form occurs in 
the epitaph of a little boy, whose parents had given him the name of 

vver/8,tjLuo, but everyone else called him BtXXos. The word was evidently 
significant, and might easily be taken to mean 'darling,' connected with 

ihXo.1.l41 
The town of Bdpt? in Pisidia bore a Phrygian name, which is found also 

in Hellespontine Phrygia, quite outside the region of Lycian affinities. It 
is also Illyrian, for it was the older name of the Messapian Veretum, and 
appears in the Peucetian Barizumr, and possibly in the Dalmatian Bariduum. 
From the same stem is probably derived the Lycaonian Barata, Baratta, or 
Bareta, and the Lydian Baretta, which again resemble the Italian-Illyrian 
BapjrTlov; compare also the Phrygian BapovecXta. 

The Pisidian Bweoo seems to have no affinities in southern or south- 
western Asia Minor, nor apparently in Phrygia. It closely resembles the 
Venetic koxsos (Bogsos) and Oohkno[s] 142 (Boknos, cf. Kretschmer, p. 269). 
If these are really Celtic names, as Pauli infers from the comparison of 
Bogioniuws (iii. 350), it is possible that B&eoo may be borrowed from Galatia. 
But it is not at all certain that Bugius, Bucius, Buctor, Btcio, Buccio, and 
other names from Buc- common in Pannonia and Noricum,143 are not 
genuinely Illyrian, as Buccio appears more than once in Dalmatia. 

There remain a few names in which an initial B arises out of an original 
F (w). Such a change is quite unknown in Lycia, but in Phrygian it is both 
well-established and ancient.144 It is not due to Greek transliteration, for in 
that case it would equally affect the rendering of the Lyciani w. It occurs 
also in Thracian, where -8ava often turns into -8a/3a. The towns of Berbis 
or Verbis 145 and Bindsa or Vinda 146 were both within the old boundaries 
of Phrygia. The Isaurian BavaXt,, for the commoner OvavaXtl, has no 
resemblance to anything in Lycia, and little to anything in southern or 
western Asia Minor.147 It may be connected with Illyrian names, Vannus, 
Vannius, and Vananmiu, to which the Venetic vantes is apparently related 
(Pauli, iii, p. 308). The Isaurian or Cilician Baavr may be compared with 

140 C.I. . 4322; see also Addenda. Miiller, 
who found the inscription among Beaufort's 
papers, evidently mistook Chelindreh, by 
which Beaufort meant Celenderis (Karamania, 
p. 201) for Chelidoniae. No ancient remains 
seem to have been found by Beaufort on those 
barren rocks (p. 35), but he noted inscriptions 
at Celenderis (p. 201). This particular one 
seems to have been copied at Celenderis by 
three other travellers (C.I.G. iii. p. 1152). 

141 It may be borrowed from the Greek, 
like the Macedonian BiAnrwos for IlxAnr- 
nros. Such a change could not take. place in 
Lycian, which had no initial B, and would 
tend to prove that Phrygian was spoken at 
Celenderis. But it is more probable that a 
Macedonian colony was at some period settled 
there, and retained traces of its original 

dialect in colloquial phrases. If so, BiAAos 
has no direct connexion with the Phrygian 
BiLXLs, which in that case may be better com- 
pared with the Illyrian, Venetic fila (bila), 
Pannonian Bilisa, Messapian bilias, biliovas, 
etc. (Pauli, iii. 344). 

142 Pauli, iii. p. 344. 
143 See the index to C.I.L. iii. 
144 As in a$ddCios for ZaFaClos, Kretschmer, 

p. 195. 
145 Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics, i. p. 324. 
146 Ramsay, op. cit. p. 326. 
147 The Isaurian or Cilician Bavrs may be 

for Vanis, but in a native Pisidian inscription 
(Ramsay, Revue des Universites du Midi, i. 
p. 360, No. 10) Ova Nis BacBov[s] should 
probably be read, not Ouvavs. 
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the Messapian *vassnEes and probably with the Venetic *vt(ss'eStos (ibid.).148 
The Carian proper name Bcopav&evs is evidently identical with the Lycaonian 
Ovpav&evu, which also appears in Lycaonia as OvpovvSetg, and in Isauria as 

Opov&rq,, fpov&ro , and OpovrSavog. These are all originally ethnics, meaning 
' a man of the tribe of the 'OpovSe?t,' on the borders of Lycaonia and Pisidia,149 
and the variant forms mlake it clear that they represent a common Fopovr- 
or FopavS-. It seems almost certain that this mountain-tribe-must derive 
its name from Fopo-, mountain, which was a Phrygian word (p. 56), in the 
same way as the Epilotic 'OpE'Crat, and the Orescii of the Paeonian 
Mt. Pangaeurn.50 

It has seemied desirable to examine every example of initial B quoted 
from the area in which languages akin to the Lycian are supposed to have 
been spoken when these names were in use in their native form. They offer 
a convenient test, as in this case the distinction between Lycian and Phrygian 
is particularly clear. The result seems to me to be that they are all shewn 
to be Phrygian. Their distribution therefore gives valuable evidence about 
the relative extension of the two languages at the time when they were 

superseded by Greek in the several provinces. 
Taking the index to Sundwall's book as a basis,l51 it is necessary to 

strike out various names which are Greek or completely hellenised, and others 
which do not belong to Asia Minor. Names beginning with BX-, Bp- and B8- 
must also be omitted,152 in which the B sometimes certainly is, and always 
may be, due to the Greek transliteration. Three quoted from Cappadocia 
mnust not be counted, as no attempt is made to give a full list in the case 
of that country. There remain seventy-seven names with initial B. Of 

these, nineteen are either described as Phrygian or come forom the Phrygian 
part of Milyas, west of the Ascanian lake, or from Phrygia lIap&petos 153 

both districts are reckoned to Pisidia, according to the late homan usage. 
Of the rest, sixteen belong to Caria, fourteen to Lycaonia and Isauria,1t4 
ten to Cilicia, six to Lydia, five to Pisidia, three to Cabalia, two to Pamphylia, 
and two to Lycia. If the commonness of particular names and their relative 
number in proportion to the known total is considered, the figure in the case 
of Lycaonia and Isauria must be considerably raised, on account of the 

frequenit occurrence of Ba and Ba8/ets. 

148 On p. 350, Pauli says that the Venetic AIyra in Lycia with Tp?f'evva in Paimphylia. 
iiame is ()aulish, on account of its resemblance The two places had the steim in common, but 
to Celtic names formed with Vass-. But the not the suffix. 
Messapian form cannot be explained in that 150 P. 57. 151 . 45, note 1. 

way, and there are many resemblances be- 152 P. 56, note 80. 
tween Celtic and lllyrian names which are 153 The number of examples in Phrygia is 
due to relationship, not to borrowing (ibid.). of course far greater. The author's object 

1-9 See Ramsay, Hist. Geog. p. 398. There was only to include such names from Phrygia 
is no sufficient reason to suppose that 'Opo- as he believed to be of Lycian or kindred 
avv,vs (Hall, Classical Recietr, xii. p. 276) is origin. For the districts mentioned, see pp. 48, 
synonymous with 'Opovsevs. The supposed and 58, note 103. 
assimilation of 5 (Kretschmler, p. 307) depends 154 Namnes from Isauria proper are in- 
on a mistaken identification of Tpfov'Sa near distinguishable from those of Lycaonia. 
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Lycian possessed no aspirated consonants.155 Except in hellenised names, 
X is almost entirely absent in southern and western Asia Minor, and < is 
exceedingly rare. There is no good evidence that either of these sounds 
existed in Phrygian any more than in Lycian. But it is clear that Phrygian 
had a 0, arising out of a r followed by a consonant i (Latin j), which is also 
found in some dialects at least of Thracian and Illyrian. In Messapian 
t before i regularly turns to 0, and the i, when followed by another vowel, 
disappears, as in BaleOas on coins of Baletium, AviOos156 (compare the 
Peucetian gens Avittia); the t is often doubled, as in BlatOihi, genitive 
of *Blattes, in Latin letters Blattiuts. In transcriptions into Latin this 0 is 
rendered by ti, but in Greek it is sometimes preserved. It is also found 
before e, as in Oeotorres, but here also the e may disappear, as in Ootoria, 
and in the Latin form Tutorius,157 as well as in the Noric Tutor and Tztuia, 
the Venetic Tutticanus, and the Pannonian Tutia.158 Tzitius occurs also 
among the Paeonian Dentheletae.159 But in the Illyrian TevTa the e remains. 
In Thrace TowrTa is found for Toura. Similar forms appear in Phrygia 
and on its borders. The word temttous or teuteus in the late native inscrip- 
tions seems to be connected on the onle hand with the Phrygian proper name 
etovOtovs, the Isaurian 0ovOov, and the Lycaonian eovOovs, and on the 
other with the Isaurian Tovwr'. In the same way the Phrygian town of 
Tvira is written also as TevnTa. 

The form -Otartl which appears in Lycia,160 but is evidently foreign, 
with the Isaurian aOeaa and OaOots, cannot be separated from the common 
Phrygian names in Tar-. It has an exact parallel in the Thracian etat0ovq, 
which itself is formed from the Dacian Ti tus; 161 but the feminine Ta'ra is 
also found in Thrace, as well as Tara9 and Tataza.162 TaCttia and Zatoia 
occur in Dalmatia, Tatulo in Pannonia, and Tatue and Tatucus in Noricum.163 

155 In J.H.S. xxxv. p. 100, I have shewn 
that the suppose(d in Lycian is a sibilant. 

156 For the Messapian names see Deecke, 
Rheinisches Mtuseum, xxxvii., where many 
other examples are given. For the Latin 
equivalents, see the index to Conway, 'he 
Italic Dialects, vol. ii. The same change in 
Thracian is proved by the names Bitus, Bitius, 
BiOvs; -centus, -KevTIOS, -icervos ; Cuta, Ctuties, 
-KvcO,s, KovUOls; and other examples. 

157 In some cases the Messapian o certainly 
represents u, which is otherwise wanting in 
the inscriptions, and it may be questioned 
whether it does not always do so, as an 
original o regularly turns to a; Kretschmer, 
p. 263, holds that o stands for o in some 
instandes. 

158 Pauli, iii. pp. 374, 377, 353, and 368. 
159 Tomaschek, ii. 2, p. 23. 
160 All names in Lycia containing 0 are 

either hellenised or unquestionably foreign, 
except IIava&Oaris. This should very probably 

H.S.-VOL. XXXVIII. 

be divided into Ilava OLarss, in which case the 
woman, who may have been descended from 
Phrygian immigrants, bore a Lycian as well as 
a Phrygian name. Taras and all the related 
names seem to be of Phrygian origin, as they 
are common in all parts of that country, but 
are of the greatest rarity in Lycia and Cilicia. 
None of the examples quoted by Kretschmer 
and Sundwall, where the place of discovery is 
given, are found in Lycia proper except TaTa- 
povs, which in form is Greek (see p. 55, note 72), 
and Taracsov, of which the termination at least 
is hellenised. The native name tettibpe is 
correctly divided by Sundwall (p. 210) as 
te-ttmpe, and probably has no connexion with 
Taras. 

161 Tomaschek, ii. 2, p. 36. 
162 Tatta, from Servia (Kretschmer, p. 348) 

-that is, Upper Moesia, is probably Darda- 
nian. 

.163 Pauli, iii. pp. 365, 370, 372, 374, 375. 

F 
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But the Messapian eatoir, for *Tiato?I- or *Teator, resembles the Phrygian 
f'ormDs. 

In these names the i appears to be an inserted letter, the stern being 
originally Ta(t-. This raises the question whether the same insertioni has 
taken place in the case of Tatt- in the similar names already mentioned. 
The derivation of eeotorr-es fr-om *teuta, people, is mlade quiestionable, not 

only by the analogy of OH tor but by the occurrence in Messapian of the namie 
Tatot1iiiahiaih'i (for Tm-ttt-), which cannot well be separated from the Dacian 
Tam,tominedles.164 This comparison makes it probable that in Illyrian and in 
Thracian temt- turnied into [itttt-. It is perhaps better to class the names 
Ttttt-, Ti7ut-, Teutt-, and 8eot- 165 with the Illyrian o'otto, TottiaL, and Tottitlo, 
and derive them all from the baby-name TOTTS17, TOVTrq, and similar forms,. 
just as Tat-, Tie t-, and OHtaT- arc related to TaTTIJS and its variants, which 
are to TOrTTJ, and ToVT?p as Navvas~ to Novvos, an(i Novvvosf, and Aa6ac; to 
Ao8a and Aov8a.166 The Paphlagonian H e mnay be derived through *Ttv, 
from an unreduplicated form of the same name, like Ba,' for Ba,aa' and Tas; 

for TaTa9. With this the Phr'gian local name etovvPa may be connected. 
The Phrygian local name TfET6a or eeToa, for TeTTta, the town of 

TferTrq shews that - may turn into 9 before E as well as t, as in Illyrian. 
The termiination is formed as in the Mlessapian BlatO iht already mentioned. 
The Lycaonian town of BapaTra or BapaTa with the same suffix shews 

Illvrianl affinities in the stem'i also.'67 

The Isaurian proper niame Otqy is pr?obably for *TtFlq and allied to the 

Phrygian TLet[a] for *Tt ta.'68 The Paphlagonian town of TVELov (for *TtFtoio) 

seems to be connected with the proper name Tt/3toF (for *TtFto,) very 
cotimmon in that country.'6 

161 T'he derivation of this name from tutvo 

(Tomaschek, ii. 2) is considered certain by 

Kretscbhmer, p. 228. Conipare the Lithuanian 

iavta, country. Pliilipon, Les Ih~re, p. 25, 
besides several names formnied fromi tout- in 

Spain, quotes the Arrmenian proper namie 

Ttauit(ekca, which may be taken as evideence 

with regard to tie Phrygian form, if the 

relationship between those two languages is 

real (Kretschmner, p. 208). 
165 In that case the Isauriai OEuO- antd OaO- 

for TovT- and TaT- would be analogous to 

the European-Dardaniani Thithi (nom. inase. 

Jahreshefte, iv. Beiblatt, p. 85), as compared 
with tie Lyeaonian TITTIS (Kretschmer, p. 349), 

Illyrian Thiio, etc.; see C.I.L. iii. index. (C 
also the Thracian EOL-o-aTTa (Tomiaschek, ii, 

2, p. 48) and (B)pv-OEOleo (ibi(i. p. 37) with 

Tithutes and Nusa-tita. 
168 The Phrygian 'youths,' To7Tr-s and 

Ovvwns, who brought the mysterious h-pa' of 

the Cabiri toAssesns in a chest and introduced 

their worship into Mliletus, were evidently 
the two male Cabiri themnselves, the son anid 

father, F.H. G. iii. 388. 'Ovv-qs, Novz'os, and 
Naval are the m-asculine forms of 'Avva), NOVVa, 
and Nava, variant-nam es derived from tie. 

mother-goddess, 'ApTC-,Ul Nadva (Kretschm er, 

p. 355). 'Oviv)s was her imate, the father-godl. 
T4TTs7S, like TarTTsJs, is a variant of the name 
of her son, 'ATr-s, whio is identical with 

'AT,r-qs. 
The words av-rol KE ova KE POKCa YE.YapLTyMEvos 

at,aTav TIEVTOVS in a late Phrygian epitaph 
(J. H.S. xxxi. p. 181 ; cf. p. 183) do not seemi 

to be connected -with the curse which precedes 
them. For yEyaprTUlEvos should represent the 

Greek icEXapLouEvos, and(I if so, aV-or probably 
refers to the dead man, anii the phrase either 
commends him to the favour, or describes 
hiim as the favourite, of sonie god. TEv-owr in 

that case would be the son-god TO'rT-qY. 
167 See p. 63. 
165 J.HIS. xxii. p. 118. The name may 

more probably be TIlL, dative feminine front 

*TLFis. 
169 Strabo, p. 304. 
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The Paphlagonian name Thuys (ovvis for *ToFvs)1l70 seems to be 
related to the Lydian Tvto9 (for *TvFto9), which is identical with the Illyrian 
Tuia (Pauli, iii. p. 360); Tuio (p. 370) and Tuillus (p. 357) are also Illyrian. 
The Isaurian 0ov1j,, and possibly the Lycaonian Ooov and the Pisidian and 
Cabalian (not Lycian) Ooas,171 may be connected with ThJuys. 

In southern and western Asia Minor names containing 6 are rare. In 
the index to Sundwall's work, when those which are manifestly hellenised 172 

are excluded, there remain thirty-three at most. Of these, fifteen are found 
in Lycaonia and Isauria,173 where Phrygian was, I believe, certainly spoken; 174 

eleven belong to Caria;175 Lycia and Cilicia,176 in which the sound was 
certainly foreign, have each one; three are in Pisidia and two in Lydia, but 
it may be doubted whether all of these are really native. The evidence 
of the native alphabets coincides closely with that which is given by the 
distribution of these names, and it may be concluded that the Greek 
transliteration really represents the original sounds. For in the Lydian, as 
well as the Lycian, there is no sign for 0, but in the Carian the letter is 
present in shape and presumably also in sound. It occurs in the late 
Phrygian inscriptions, not only in borrowed Greek but also in apparently 
native words.177 On the ancient native monuments it does not appear, but 
its absence may easily be accidental, and it was certainly present in the 
alphabet, since it is found in the foreign inscription of Leinnos.178 

In summing up the results of this long discussion, it becomes very 
evident that Phrygian influence is far more predominant on the northern side 
of Mt. Taurus than on the southern coast. The contrast with Lycian in all 
phonetic peculiarities and the agreement with Phrygian make it almost 

170 Kretschmer, p. 207. 
171 These may be hellenised, to resemble the 

Greek O'as. There is also a Lycian name 
lurada, of which the stem is found in EpMav- 

boas and the Pisidian Nav,L-roas, etc. The 
resemblance to the Paphlagonian an(l Illyrian 
names is, I believe, merely a coincidence. 
The CilEcian Bap'yaOo1js must on the other 
hand be considered as a Phrygian name, not 
only because the first part is Phrygian, not 
Lycian (see above, p. 58), but also because 
the change of t to 8 is foreign to Cilicia as 
well as to Lycia; no other Cilician name 
contains a 8, except the Phrygian Bi8vs (see 
p. 55). 

172 Such as evuSBpa, ejulffwv, Ovppa, 'I8apos, 
OpviJuveo;, etc., etc. 

173 OaOeas, OaOois, Oazvis, ,Ois, (0ovas, Oowv, 
EovOovs, OovOov, IluAua0os, already discussed: 
Baeeis (p. 59), BaAaeOis (p. 56), BaparcaC (p. 63). 
All these appear to be Phrygian names. 
MaOovv and ro,vhaeis (if correct) may be 
Phrygian alaptations of Lycian names, but the 
evidence is insufficient. e,B3aaa is probably 
hellenised on tile nmo(el of OS7iai. 

174 See p. 68. 

175 BoeaOc (p. 60), BepOas (ibid.), OVaroos, 
and the local names OaOaapa, OE/.Spia, Thym- 
nias, Thabusion, and uZvuyaiOos seem native. 
OefMnaros', OpOovsowcKa, an(d t7eua-o-s may be 

partly hellenised. oeKvlAwvV7s is omitted. 
1'6 -8Oa7s (p. 65) and BapTya6o)s (p 58). 

BeiOvs and Bi0us shoul(l be adlded (p. 55). 
177 J.H.S. xxxi. pp. 161-215, Nos. xxxi., 

xlviii., and possibly lxv. 'lie borrowed 
Oahaaeif (No. iv.) goes far to prove that the 
sound was native, as in other languages 0 in 
words taken from the Greek usually appears 
as t. The frequent substitution by native 
engravers of 0 for T in writing Greek (ibid. 
p. 211) suggests that they were accustomed to 
such a substitution in their own language. In 
Lycia, where there was no 8, such an altera- 
tion is, I believe, unknow n; it is certainly 
most exceptional. 

178 The alphabet in this is not merely 
similar but identical, and unless the Phrygians 
obtained theirs from Lemnos, which is most 
unlikely, they mIust themselves have taken 8 
from the Greek parent-alphabet, presumably 
because they required it. 
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certain that a Phrygian dialect was spoken in Lycaonia and Isauria. The 
conclusion is confirmed by the prevalence of names like Ba, Ba/3etL, and 
Mavrs, and by the occurrence with the same extraordinary frequency as in 

Phrygia itself of lla7rta9, 'A7rTrLa, and similar forms which do not belong to 
Lycia. If frequency of repetition is reckoned as well as the number of 
distinct names, the nomenclature is Phrygian in a large majority of instances, 
and even if this be disregarded, the cases of Phrygian affinity are still in 
excess.179 This is true of local as well as personal names.180 

In Cilicia, on the contrary, the great majority of names of both classes 
are manifestly Lycian. But it is very doubtful if only Lycian was spoken 
there at the time when Greek superseded the native dialects. Not only is 
the number of Pllrygian names far greater than in Lycia, but those of native 

origin often shew signs of Phrygian influence in the lengthening of e, the 
doubling of r, and the change of d into .s181 Some local names are not 
Lycian, but Phrygian.l82 It is probable that, besides numerous immigrants, 
there were settlements or colonies where Phrygian was spoken, but there is 
no evidence that the native language was entirely displaced by it. 

In Pisidia the population was probably mixed. Nam-es of the Lycian 
type seem to predominate in the southern part of the country, but even 
there they are mingled with others like Maval, Mavelt, and MavrIlo?o, 
KOTT?rr and KOTVO-L, Aao<, etc., which are certainly Phrygian. The same 

may be said of the local names Bapt?,l83 IlIat7rra,184 MIoOffca,185 and 'Avd- 

3ovpa.'6 The native inscriptions187 are too brief to give any certain 
informration, but in the two grammatical points which seem fairly clear, the 
language apparently agrees with Lycian. 

In Pamphylia, though some of the inscriptions in the local Greek dialect 
contain names which are not Greek, hardly any of these are akin to the 
Lycian, and the Lycian type is generally rare. There are about an equal 
number of Phrygian proper names. Among local names HClpyi7 is probably 

1;'9 As a test I have taken at random fifty 
names from J. II.S. xix., xxii., xxiv., and xxv., 
and B.. . x.,-whlich happened to be at hand. 
Of these seventeen are certainly or probably 
allied to the Lycian and twenty-three to the 

Phrygian: ten are doubtful. 
1( A6uTTpa, Kvt8rTrpa, and "IxAarpa have the 

same ending as Aaricrrpa and Inovptupapa in 

the region of the Phrygian Antiochia, Sostra 
and Kavaar-pa in Thrace, Baxxavarpa in Upper 
Moesia or Dardania, and WAALarpos in Illyria. 
AepSj is synonymous with Derba in Dalmatia. 

and probably with the Thracian Zap,a and 
Zerveac. Bapara has also an Illyrian name 

(p. 63). No local name has any special 
Lycian affinities, unless it be Koporaaao-as. 

181 See pp. 54 and 55. 
182 As BavaSa (note 95), BoABSooos (note 92), 

and possibly BaKa (note 137). 'Ava-gapBa 

seems to be compounlided from the Thracian 
Zap,a with the prepositioin av&. The older 
name KviLVa is Lycian. 

183 . 63. 184 P. 54. 
185 The naime is probably formed in tire 

Phrygian way (p. 47) from a proper name 
Mearos or Mearros (p. 61), slightly hellenised. 

186 Probably from ava and Bovpa, ' house'; 
see Fick, p. 95. 

187 Ramsay, Revue (le. Univer.sites' deu Midi, 
i. p. 356. Sundwall is, I believe, right in 
stating (p. 255) that the nominative both in 
masculine and feminine names ends in a vowel, 
and that the genitive ends in -.s in both gen- 
ders. In both these points Pisidian agrees 
with Lycian, for the Lycian 'genitive' in -h 

represents an earlier -, (J. .S. xxxv. p. 106). 
If there is no grammatical gender, the agree- 
ment is more significant. 
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Phrygian,l88 and "O\vu7roq (p. 48) should be included in Pamphylia. The 
historical evidence that Milyas was a Phrygian district (p. 48) is entirely 
confirmed by the proper names found in the territory of the 'Op/uLXe?, which 
was certainly in Milyas.189 

The names of the cities Bov,8opY and BaX/3ovpa are sufficient evidence 
of a Phrygian population in Cabalia (pp. 56 and 57). 

The evident relationship to the Lycian of a great proportion of Carian 

names, personal and local, has established a presumption that the languages 
were nearly connected. It might well be supposed that the existence of a 

large number of Carian inscriptions would determine this question beyond 
dispute. But it must be admitted that they cannot be satisfactorily 
deciphered. Even the intuition of Professor Sayce has only been able to 
determine the value of a few letters with real certainty. In other cases it 
has to be assumed that they have the same sound as those letters ot the 
Greek alphabet which they most resemble. This method is always uncertain, 
and in this instance it leads to results which may fairly be called impossible. 
In the Carian alphabet there is no letter corresponding in shape to the 
Greek t. Both K and r are so rare that their existence is doubtful, and the 

sarme may be said of both labials 8 and 7r.190 All these sounds are abundantly 
present in the Carian proper names preserved in Greek inscriptions, whether 
of Lycian or Phrygian affinities, and they are common in both those languages 
themselves, The inference seems unavoidable that the Greek alphabet is 
not a reliable guide.191 As in most cases we have no other, the value of the 
Carian letters remains too uncertain to allow the inscriptions to be used as 
positive evidence. A negative conclusion may possibly be drawn: If the 

proper names in which they chiefly consist corresponded to those of Lycian 
origin which abound in the Greek inscriptions of the province, or with the 
native Lycian, they could hardly fail to be recognisable, and the alphabet 
would then be decipherable without difficulty. But after every possible value 
for the many uncertain letters has been trie:l, no such correspondence appears, 
and it seems to me almost certain that the relationship does not exist in the 

great majority of examples.192 
The only grammatical point known with any kind of certainty is that 

188 The derivation from bhergh is too in- 
trinsically probable to be easily set aside; see 
p. 62, note 132. 

189 The list of nearly thirty iiames given by 
Ramsay. Cities and Bishopries, i., p. 314, 
contains six or seven which seem to be of 
Lycian origin. , The remainder are, I believe, 
rightly claimed by him as Phrygian. 

190 In the inscriptions published by Sayce 
in S.B.A. Transactions, ix , and Proceedings, 
xvii., xxvii., and xxx., B only occurs in xxx., 
No. vii. (if this is Carian). A letter b, which 
is taken to be t3, is found twice, ix. i. 1 and 
ix. ii. 4, but in the same name, in which else- 
where it is replaced by the vowel (D (e.g. ix. 

i. 7). r is found in ix. i. 7; xxvii. ii.(?); 
and xxx. i. But in all cases the writing 
is so irregular that exceptional forms are sus- 
picious. 

191 The Carian alphabet appears side by side 
with the Ionic at Abu-Simbel, already fully 
developed and so unlike any Greek alphabet 
as to indicate a separate evolution of some 
duration. It must therefore be derived from 
a very primitive form of the Greek. 

19' The commonest name (occurring in 
various forms at least seven times), and one 
of the most legible, is ll(e)sna . ., which re- 
sembles the Venetic (Illyrian) mcsne, Pauli, 
iii. p. 327. 
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the genitive of proper names generally ends in a vowel D, which interchanges 
with o, and is taken by Sayce to be a kind of u, and by Kretschmer to be a 
kind of o.193 The Lycian genitive (so-called) ends, on the contrary, in -I/ 
(also -he, rarely -hi) in proper names, which almost certainly represents an 
earlier -s, -se, -s.194 The discrepancy is explained by Kretschmer on the 
hypothesis that the Carian -O is a form of the ending which is commonly 
rendered by -(Dhe, and sometimes appears in words which may be patronymics. 
He supposes an apocope of the -e, followed by a loss of the sound of -h. Apart 
from several difficulties in this theory,l95 it seems almost certain to me that 
the letter which is taken to be h is really t. For, since in the Greek 

renderings of names in Caria, T is one of the commonest consonants, it seems 

impossible to doubt that it was present in the native alphabet, and if so, it 
can only be represented by this supposed h,196 which commonly appears as X. 
In the inscriptions at Abu-Simibel, which are presumably the most archaic, 
this letter has the form {, and especially in No. 3 the lower limb is distinctly 
the longer. It is identical in shape with the r of the ancient Campanian- 
Etruscan and other Italic alphatets, which in this respect are more archaic 
than the Greek, and preserve the original Phoenician formi nearly as in the 
Baal-Lebanon fragments. Signs of great archaisln are naturally to be 

expected in the Carian letters. It is probable that the ending in question 
should be read as -ute, and compared with the demotic MvtEOUVTr] and the 

phyle of Tap,aeo-Tac. As these seem to be in form patronymics,197 the 
native Carian words may be so also. It is also probable that the common 

genitive ends in -_c,198 and has no connexion at all with the Lycian 
ending in -h. 

If the Carian inscriptions differ so widely from the Lycian as they seem 
to do in their language and in the names which they contain, the question 
arises why so large a proportion of the proper names found in the Greek 
inscriptions of the country are of Lyciaml derivation. The explanation is that 
these happen to come chiefly. from a district of which the population is said 
on good authority to have been distinctively Lycian. Apollo orus, accounting 
for the absence in Homner of some of the known nanmes of races in Asia Minor, 

19' l Kretschmer, p. 382. The theory of 
Sundwall that it is a guttural is, in my 
opinion, untenable; J. I.S. xxxv. p. 104. 

19- In this respect the Pisidian seems to 
agree with it (p. 68). The Lydian has a 

patronymic in -1-, quite unlike the Carian, and 
unknown in Lycian. It has also, I believe, 
an ethnic in -m-, equally foreign to Lycian. 
But the subject of Lyiian cannot at present 
be discussed, as the material is largely un- 
pullished. 

195 If my contention is right that the Lycian 
h represents an earlier s, and that the change 
was still in progress about ii.c. 300 (J.H.S. 
xxxv. p. 104), it would be surprising that h 
should appear in Carian at Abu-Simbel about 

300 years earlier. Another difficulty is the 

great frequency of s in the native and Greek 

inscriptions. 
1i6 The letter which has the shape of 0 is 

probably required for that sound, and in any 
case is not common enough for t, and the 

same may confidently be said of various con- 
sonants of unknown value. 

197 From proper namles MviLEais (*mnn-ije.si, 
cf. mi:n-vhe and ctarw't-je0i) and *Tapeoras 
(*2uw-erbbe.si, cf. -rt-ita and Carian 'Ap,8ois). 
The lnames are Lycian, but the suffix -vTr7s is 

quite unknown in that language. 
18' The Carian letter V may not be a. It 

might, for instance, be /. 
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maintains that some were omitted because they had not yet settled in the 
districts which they afterwards occupied, and others 'because they were 

comprised in other races, as the Idrians and Termilae among the Carians, 
and the Doliones and Bebryces among the Phrygians.'199 No one can 

suppose that that marvel of erudition 200 was ignorant of the identity of the 
Termilae with the Lycians, who were certainly not omitted by Homer. He 

undoubtedly refers to an enclave of Lycians in Carian territory, whose 
existence was so well known that their absence in the Iliad required 
explanation. Stephanus no doubt means the same settlement when he 

speaks of a Tepp/lXrV in Caria, which he takes to be identical with TeXkAIepa 

(meaning Tep/epa).201 The near connexion of the Termerians with the 

Lycians is recorded in a mythic form by Philip of Theangela (a neighbouring 
town), in his book on the Carians and Leleges, who says that Termerus and 

Lycus were Leleges, and the first to practise piracy, not only on the coast 
of Caria but crossing over to Cos on rafts; Termerus founded the town 
of T'p/uepov.202 The myth is purely local, and Lycus is probably the 

eponymus of local Av?KLto, the Termilae of Apollodorus.203 In using the 
term Leleges, Philip concurs with Strabo, when he talks of Leleges expelled 
by Achilles from the Troad, who founded eight towns near Halicarnassus204 
It is more than doubtful if the name was in actual use in historic times, but 
there is no reason to question another statement of Philip that the Carians, 
both in antiquity and in his own day, used the Leleges as servants (oltcerat), 
like the Helots in Lacedaemon and the Penestae in Thessaly.205 He 
evidently refers to the same Lycian population as in the former passage, and 

199 
Strabo, p. 678, &a To' TerepaOtL ye;'el repL- 

EXefOaL, CS 'Iptess jUev Kial Tepjulat Kapo', 
Aolkoves 8e Kal BBIpvKes 4,pvi.. 

200 
'ATroAAoswpos 6 OavuaaoTrraTos, St. Byz. 

s.v. 'npiKOs, He appears to have been also 
one of the sanest and most scientific of ancient 
critics, as might be expected of the pupil of 
Aristarchus and follower of Eratosthenes. 

201 The TCp/pepa of Stephanus in Lycia is not 
an error, but a reference to Asclepiades of 
Myrlea (F.H.G. iii. p. 300), whom he quotes 
elsewhere (s. r. . MpXea and NiKata). The 
myth probably refers to the foundation of 
Patara (cf. St. Byz. .s.. "A7rTFpa). 

202 F.H.G. iv. p. 475. 
2'3 In J.H.S. xvi. p. 207, the Tep,UAl1 of 

Stephanus is identified with a fort at Tremil. 
It is very probable that his tentative identi- 
fication with TFpMepa is wrong, but possibly 
the name of the district rather than a town 
may have survived at Tremil. The archaeology 
of the region is discussed in two valuable 
articles by Paton and Myres in J. Il.S. xvi. 

204 P. 611. In their earlier days they 
spread and multiplied greatly, Va(Trepov a' aua 
rois Kaparl aoparevuo'fvot KaTefpeiopO77oav els oi7v 

rTv 'E;AAaSa Kal 7(paviaOrJ Tb -evos. He cer- 

tainly means that this dispersal took place in 
prehistoric times. Therefore, when he goes 
on to say that six of the eight towns were 
joined to Halicarnassus by Mausolus, he can- 
not imply, as is sometimes supposed, that 
they were then inhabited by a people bearing 
the name of Leleges. The whole story, which 
is a continuous narrative, seems to come from 
the Homeric commentary of the notoriously 
untrustworthy Callisthenes (Strabo, pp. 680, 
814, etc.), who told a similar legend about 
the expulsion of the Homeric Cilices and 
their migration to Pamphylia (ibid. p. 667). 
Eratosthenes (Pliny, v. 30) described the 
Leleges as an extinct race, and it may be 
noted that Apollodorus does not mention 
them among the historical peoples of Asia 
Minor. If Herodotus had known of existing 
Leleges near his native town, distinct from 
the Carians, he could hardly have speculated 
on the relative accuracy of Cretan and Carian 
nlyths about their identity (i. 171). It is, in 
fact, evident that he considered them extinct 
as a people. 

20 F.H.G. iv. p. 475. 
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though the name by which he calls them is probably a piece of archaeology,206 
he must certainly have known the facts. The 'JptLel of Apollodorus formed 
another enclafve in Carian territory. They were the inhabitants of the 
'IUptLa X%pr7 of Herodotus (v. 118), in the upper valley of the Marsyas, the 
territory of the later Stratonicea. According to Apollonius (a learned Greek 
from Egypt, who settled at Aphrodisias and wrote on the archaeology 
of Caria), 'IptLd? was a city founded by Lycians and originally named 

Xpvo-aopt[.207 Afterwards (as we are told unquestionably on the same 
authority) 208 it was named 'Iputd?, after Idrieus the son of Car, meaning 
that it came into the possession of the Carians. The relationship of the 

original population to the Iycians was recorded in the genealogy which made 

Chrysaor the brother of Bellerophon. He was also the father of MvXaaoo, 
the founder of Mylasa,209 which was apparently in tradition once a Lycian 
town. 

It is evident that the 'IptJev, as well as the TeputXat, of Apollodorus 
were held to be of Lycian descent, and he especially records that they were 
a different race (E'repov 7y0vo) from the Carians. To them, no doubt, 
Herodotus particularly refers (i. 171) when he says that all those who, though 
of another race, were speakers of the same language as the Carians were 
excluded from the temple of the Carian Zeus at Mylasa. If so, it would 
appear that, though they had lost their original language along with their 
independence, they were still a distinct people. 

It so happens that our knowledge of Carian proper names was originally 
based and still largely (lepends on an inscription containing about eighty 
from the district of Halicarnassus,210 and on others from the same region. 
Among these there is a small proportion (probably about 10 per cent.) related 
to the Phrygian, but the great majority are of Lycian origin as far as the 
stem is concerned. Phonetically, however, they show marked differences fiom 
the Lycian, and seem to approximate to the Phrygian. This is exactly what 
might be expected if a population which remained essentially Lycian (as this 
seems to have done) became politically subiect to a race of Phrygian invaders 
and acquired their language. 

The words of Herodotus may be taken in evidence against the relation- 
ship of the Carians to the Lycians. But the statement which he reports 
about the brotherhood of the Carians, Lydians, and Mysians is ambiguous, 

206 The story about Leleges and Minyae 21t) St. Byz. s..v. MvXAaoa. The kinship with 

who once existed as a degraded caste at Tralles the Mylasians which was claimed by the 

(Plutarch, Quaest. Gr. 46) represents them as Pisidians of Termessus (Kretschmer, p. 395) 
originally invaders. It is frankly archaeolo- was probably based on a similar genealogy. 
gical, like the legends about the foundation The name of Termessus seems to be connected 
of Aphrodisias by Leleges (St. Byz. s. r'. Nivov7 with trhi,mis, which is, I believe, the adjective 
and Me?yaXr 7riALs), but may well contain corresponding to the substantive trnmmili, 
elements of real tradition. ' Lycian.' 

207 St. Byz. .-. 210 First published by M. Haussoullier, 
208 Ibid. .S.r. 'Iapids. The statements here whose learning continues after the lapse of 

given without tIhe author's name are ascribed nearly forty years to throw light on these 
to Apollonius under Xpuvaoopis an(l Evpw. os. obscure studies. 
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since the Mysians were almost certainly of European origin;211 but tlheir 
language was a combination of Lydian and Phrygian,212 while the Lydian 
cannot well be an Indo-European language, but seems to have'some Indo- 
European admixture,213 and the nomenclature is largely Phrygian. Since, 
however, Carian names also shew a Phrygian element, it is probably this 
which is common to the three. 

In any case, it is quite unsafe to assume that Carian names as a class are 
allied to the Lycian. The relationship requires to be demonstrated in each 
individual case. Even in Cilicia and southern Pisidia it can, at most, only 
be presumed. In all other districts the presumption is the other way. As 
to any derivation of local names in Greece and the islands from the original 
language of Asia Minor, if that language is really represented by Lycian 
nothing is proved by a comparison with any name from any other region, 
unless it can be shewn to be related to the Lycian. With regard to the 
suffixes which are held to be specially characteristic, -vS- is generally, though 
not invariably, a proof of Lycian origin; -a- affords no evidence on either 
side; and -a-- in local names is probably native to Phrygia, but not native 
to Lycia. 

W. G. ARKWRIGHT. 

'2l Kretschmer, p. 391. 
212 Xanthus Lydus, frag. 8. 

213 Littmann, in Sardi., vol. vi. pt. i. p. 75. 
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